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Abstract
Despite interest in the genres of corporate discourse, and recognition of the role of
corporations in shaping social knowledge and ‘reality’, critical discourse analysts have
infrequently focused on investigating how corporate actors employ discursive strategies
to represent and legitimate their activities. Widely studied in other disciplines such as
political science, philosophy and law, legitimation is a necessary field of inquiry for
critical discourse studies as it is through this discursive practice that corporations employ
ideological arguments to influence and manipulate public knowledge and opinion. This
thesis is a qualitative critical discourse and multimodal analysis of the oil corporation
Enbridge’s “Gateway Facts” website – an online discourse created to offer information to
the public regarding their new Northern Gateway Pipeline project proposed in western
Canada. An extremely controversial project among the Canadian public largely due to its
potentially devastating environmental impacts, Enbridge, like other oil corporations
worldwide, has been forced to devote large amounts of time and energy to justify and
promote this pipeline. This results of this study argue that a close analysis of the
website’s discursive strategies reveals the appropriation of four discursive themes to
rationalize, justify and legitimate the NGP: economic development, scientific and
technical expertise, environmental stewardship, and industry leadership. These findings
suggest that this type of corporate legitimation may be a reflection of the broader
ideology of late capitalism’s struggle to justify controversial practices at a time when
environmental protection is a priority and public attitudes and understandings of
corporate responsibility are shifting. This thesis underscores the importance of critical
studies of corporate discourse, especially that offered online, as it has the potential to
highlight the ideological underpinnings of corporations and their actions.
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Chapter: Introduction
With the goal of better understanding how corporations discursively legitimate

themselves, their actions, and their projects, this thesis is dedicated to investigating how a
corporate project website discursively constructs, and legitimates, a controversial project.
An in depth exploration of one-case, the Canadian controversial Northern Gateway
Pipeline, this study is situated in the existing body of literature that investigates
corporations’ discursive practices. This thesis follows the view that discourse is not
merely a reflection of social reality, but is constitutive of it (Berger & Luckmann, 1967;
Fairclough, 1992). In the context of this study, this view of discourse – as an intimately
important influence on and factor in the creation and maintenance of social reality – is
applied to corporate discourse to highlight the significant role corporate language can
have in the construction of knowledge and ‘reality’. Additionally, a discourse analysis
approach reminds us that corporations, as social constructions, are themselves products of
discursive creation – they are built up, shaped and propagated by the words we use to
describe them and the words they use themselves (Aritz & Walker, 2012). In everything
corporations do, but especially their choices of language, we can see reflections of “social
situations, social processes, social relationships, and social roles, which embody
language, ideology, and power” (Fox & Fox, 2004, p. 9). Thus, in analyzing the discourse
of institutions, we may seek to gain an understanding of organizational structure, order,
and understanding and hope to open a window into the ideologies that shape that
particular corporation. Demonstrating the ideological nature of corporate discourse
through a critical discourse analysis and multimodal discourse analysis, this study hopes
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to shed light on legitimation in corporate discourse and the relatively new genre of
corporate websites.
In what follows I will briefly introduce the social issue that motivated this study. I
will then offer an overview of the body of literature in which my research is situated and
from which this study orients itself. I will overview my analytical framework and
research questions, and finally present a summary of the chapters contained in this thesis.
1.1

The issue at hand

Corporations are one of the pillars upon which our modern economies are founded
(Breeze, 2013). In the 21st century, they constitute a majority of the world’s largest
economic entities, even often surpassing countries in economic status. Given their role in
the global economy, and our intimate involvement with them – as consumers, employees,
clients, shareholders, etc. – it seems obvious and necessary that we should be interested
in their actions, words, and beliefs. To understand these actions, words, and beliefs, we
must look into the notion of ideology: the basic principles of a group’s beliefs, and those
principles which “allow people, as group members, to organize the multitude of social
beliefs about what is the case, good or bad, right or wrong, for them, and to act
accordingly” (van Dijk, 2000, p. 8; emphasis in original). Ideologies, for their part, are
enacted through discourse (van Dijk, 2006) and text (Thompson & Hunston, 2000).
Discursive analysis of corporations can offer a window into how the members of a group
understand, communicate and organize the world around them. A unique insight into the
complex web of beliefs, relationships, interests and values of modern corporations,
discourse analysis can show “how language is being used to inform, persuade or
manipulate in the ongoing creation, maintenance and reshaping of social roles and
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relations” (Breeze, 2012, p. 1). We know that corporations play powerful roles in modern
society, in the economy and in our day-to-day lives. Discourse analysis allows us to
understand from an ideological perspective just how these roles are enacted and how they
influence our social reality.
With corporations’ role in the global economy, and their intimate involvement in
just about every aspect of our lives, critical linguistic inquiry into how corporations hold
influence in spheres of environmental issues remains a vitally important area of study
(Anderson, 2015; Hansen, 2015). Research highlights that it seems impossible in our day
of “corporate globalization” to believe that humanity’s complex relationship with the
natural world is not mediated by corporate action (Alexander, 2009). This is concerning,
since, as Fairclough (1989) describes that when ways of seeing, behaving and believing
become part of common sense assumptions, they become naturalized and can then evolve
into ideologies which are no longer questioned. The ways in which corporations are
legitimating themselves and their actions thus require critical investigation. This is
especially true in cases of controversial projects, where corporations are seeking to build
social acceptance to continue their actions and industrial developments.
This thesis is focused on oil corporations, as they are often faced with serious
public dissent, and since, in recent decades, many of their development projects are
extremely controversial. Consequently, the oil industry is faced with a crucial need to
legitimate itself and its projects (Breeze, 2012). Legitimation, achieved through
discourse, is one of the ways in which oil corporations can attempt to build public trust,
soothe concerns, and generally present a cleaner image to the public. Corporate discourse
is a broad category, and can include anything from press releases to internal documents to
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websites. As I am interested in corporate legitimation however, I have chosen to focus on
websites, as increasingly websites are seen as a critical development in how companies
can offer information to the public, and are a particularly effective platform for
conveying socially responsible information (Coupland, 2005; Guimarães-Costa & Pina e
Cunha, 2008).
1.2

Aim of my research

It is from this primary interest in corporate legitimation that this study takes its concern
with the corporate public website of Enbridge, a Canadian oil and gas corporation,
relating to their pipeline project, entitled the ‘Northern Gateway Pipeline’. This choice of
data – an online, multimodal discursive event – is highly relevant in today’s
communication context, which Chouliaraki and Fairclough, following Giddens, describe
as ‘late modernity’ (Giddens, 1990, as cited in Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999). Late
modernity is characterized by the overwhelming onset of online media and information
technology in parallel to (and some would argue in replacement of) traditional media
such as print media, radio, and television. This new age of communication presents
particular interest to language researchers, as this ‘new media’ has become an extremely
important and influential source of information (Ross, 2008). However, as Mautner
(2005) points out, online media, while a relevant and important domain, has been a
relatively infrequent focus of critical discourse analysis research, and while this trend is
certainly changing, online discourse still presents a particularly fruitful area for study.
Outside of critical discourse studies, research that has investigated corporate
discourse suggests the importance of corporate websites in the formation and promotion
of a corporate identity and image (Breeze, 2012; Winter, Saunders & Hart, 2003; Pollach,
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2005; Heinze & Hu, 2006). As just described, corporate websites are also increasingly
being seen as important sites for conveying information about the company, and in
particular, information about a corporation’s corporate social responsibility – that is,
actions taken not primarily for profit, but for the benefit of stakeholders.
While websites are increasingly being recognized as important phenomena
within corporate discourse, studies frequently fail to comment on the discursive
construction of these websites, or on their role in knowledge creation, social roles, and
power and influence. Research that has investigated corporate discourse more broadly
suggests that corporations frequently use direct forms of communication – those
messages which reach the public directly – to participate in legitimatory activities; those
activities which Breeze (2012) describes as “not precisely advertising, but [intending] to
generate a positive evaluation and public image, combining classic promotional elements
(self-praise, positive connotations) with aspects of explanation and self-defense designed
to pre-empt or defuse criticism on concrete issues” (p. 5). Legitimation, as a discursive
strategy, is one of the essential ways in which ideologies function through discourse (van
Dijk, 1998; van Leeuwen, 2008; Breeze, 2012). van Dijk (1998) notes that although
widely studied in the domains of philosophy, law, and social and political science,
legitimation remains under-investigated in the field of discourse studies. In the present
study, therefore, I seek to demonstrate how websites can be examples of corporate
legitimation, and can thus offer a window into corporate ideology.
In the context of this study, legitimation in publically communicated corporate
discourse is aligned with the notion of corporate social responsibility. Previous studies
indicate that in the 21st century corporations are under pressure to move their discourse
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away from a single focus of economic development towards also incorporating an interest
of environmental responsibility and good will (Scherer & Palazzo, 2007). This has been
particularly true for corporations in the oil and gas sector, arguably partly due to the
highly visible and frequently reported negative environmental impacts of such sectors’
activities (Livesey, 2001; Frynas, 2009). Often described in organizational and business
literature as an element of corporate social responsibility (Joustenvirta, 2011), this
accountability to environmental concern is often most visible in discursive attempts “to
legitimize or delegitimize contested issues, persuade other actors, and negotiate over
(new) meanings for corporate responsibilities” (Joustenvirta, 2011, p. 58). These
discursive legitimation efforts, as described earlier, are often constituted in publically
communicated corporate, such as corporate sustainability reports (Hahn & Lülfs, 2014),
or as in the case of this study - websites.
1.3

Research questions and analytic framework

The main goal of this study is to investigate how the gatewayfacts website discursively
represents the NGP project in order to gain insight into how corporate discourse
legitimates controversial projects. To this end, I have devised the following research
questions to guide my project:
1. How does the “Gateway Facts” website discursively represent (i.e., construct,
construe, allude to) the Northern Gateway Pipeline project?
2. In what ways do the different discursive representations serve to frame, treat
and construct a legitimation (i.e. justification, rationalization) of the project?
In order to answer these research questions this project relies primarily on the
interdisciplinary research programme of critical discourse analysis (CDA), a research
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orientation which, as Fairclough and Wodak (1997) emphasize, “sees itself not as
dispassionate and objective social science, but as engaged and committed. It is a form of
intervention in social practice and social relationships” (p. 258). Thus while these
questions have been formulated as a relatively neutral starting point, they guide a study in
which I take a critical stance towards the presentation of the controversial and
environmental issues in corporate discourse, seeking to understand the connection
between discourse and ideology. It is important to note that CDA does not see a deep
commitment to one’s research as incongruous with valid inquiry. Rather, committed
researchers must simply take great strides to be transparent and self-reflexive (Wodak,
2001a). Throughout this thesis, I strive to make my choices and motivations clear, and at
all times have sought to remain critical, while maintaining an appreciation for the scope
and limitations of my work.
As this project is an investigation into online discourse, it relies on both critical
discourse analysis (Fairclough, 1995b) and multimodal discourse analysis (Kress & van
Leeuwen, 1996/2006). There is a growing understanding among linguistic and
communication scholars that meaning is conveyed not only through spoken and written
language, but also through that which is visual (Machin & Mayr, 2012). Many texts,
especially those in our age of the internet, communicate through visual features in
addition to text. Websites are critical developments for discourse studies in that they are a
massive repository of data about modern ways of communicating, thinking and doing
(Pauwels, 2012). However, it has taken some time for discourse studies and
communication scholars to develop appropriate methods for the analysis of these forms
of text, as they present several challenges to established, more verbally oriented methods
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of analysis (Pauwels, 2012). Websites are not static texts, but rather can be seen as “sites
of display” (Jewitt, 2006; Jones, 2009). A ‘site of display’ is not simply a display of text
or images, but rather is an interaction between the display and the audience (Jones, 2009).
Thus, websites must be examined as ‘sites’, and all of their elements, including text,
images, links, and design, must be taken into account to effectively understand how they
organize social practices. To achieve this, I have adopted a blending of methods, and rely
on Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework as well as multimodal discourse analysis.
While the choice of these methods is not without its limitations, I believe it provides a
strong theoretical foundation from which to appreciate the complexities of online
discourse.
1.4

Thesis chapter structure

The present study is organized as follows. In the next chapter, I provide an overview of
the situational, political, social, and economic contexts surrounding the Northern
Gateway Pipeline project. This is done in order to better inform the analysis and to
understand the ideological complexity in which the “Gateway Facts” website is
embedded. Furthermore, this chapter is a reflection of the ‘sociocultural’ dimension of
Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework, and fulfils what other CDA scholars (e.g.,
van Dijk, Wodak) highlight as an essential element of discourse analysis: context.
In Chapter 3, I provide an overview of the relevant literature related to this
research, namely literature on legitimation, corporate social responsibility and corporate
discourse. This chapter seeks to highlight the importance and applicability of a discourse
approach to the study of legitimation in corporate discourse, and thus discusses crucial
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studies that have undertaken investigation in this domain. Chapter 3 will also, as a result,
outline the theoretical framework I have adopted for this thesis – that of CDA.
Chapter 4 outlines the methods I have employed in this study. I detail my methods
of data collection and analysis. This chapter seeks to provide a detailed description of the
website itself, as well as the analytical tools I have used. To this end, I overview
Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework as I have interpreted and applied it, as well as
two linguistic and visual analysis rubrics adopted from CDA and multimodal discourse
analysis scholars.
Chapter 5 presents the findings of my analysis. I structure my findings using four
emergent themes. Each of the themes is discussed separately, with corresponding relevant
aspects of the website highlighted through a lens of either CDA, multimodal analysis, or
both. As I am following Fairclough’s approach, this chapter is not merely a description of
textual or visual elements, but seeks to situate my observations and findings within a
sociocultural context. Thus, my findings are contextualized with references to other
scholars, existing literature, and additional relevant information.
Chapter 6 is a discussion of the findings presented in the previous chapter. Here I
will return to the literature and theories I presented earlier in this thesis. I discuss where
my findings confirm and differ from existing studies, as well as note the implications of
this study and my findings.
Chapter 7 is the conclusion and final chapter of this thesis. Here I revisit my
research questions and overall ambitions, and summarize my theoretical framework,
methods and findings. In addition, I briefly outline my contributions to the existing body
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of literature. Finally, I discuss the limitations of this study and suggest some possibilities
for future research endeavors.
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2
2.1

Chapter: Background on the Northern Gateway Pipeline
Introduction

Enbridge, the largest natural gas provider in Canada and a major pipeline operator in
North America, is seeking to construct a twin pipeline through the Canadian western
provinces of British Columbia (B.C.) and Alberta. The project is controversial for
numerous reasons, but primarily due to its potentially devastating environmental impacts.
Enbridge, like other oil corporations worldwide, has been forced to devote large amounts
of time and energy to justify and promote this proposed project, the Northern Gateway
Pipeline (NGP). The objective of my research is to investigate how the gatewayfacts
website discursively represents the NGP project in order to gain insight into how
corporate discourse legitimates a controversial project. In this chapter, I will provide
some background on the NGP project as viewed in the context of this study.
Fairclough (2012) posits that textual analysis is only ever at its most effective if
situated within a discussion of the object of research in terms of the wider social,
historical, and contextual relations and practices. Texts do not exist in a vacuum, but
rather their textual and multimodal properties are shaped by the intertextual and social
worlds in which they exist. To provide this necessary context, this chapter will trace the
history of the NGP project as an emotionally charged event in Canada, discuss the
multifaceted context surrounding the pipeline, and highlight why the project constitutes
an interesting and valuable focus of study.
2.2

Situational context

The NGP is a proposed project that will carry bitumen— “a heavy and viscous tar-like
oil, contained in a mixture of sand, clay and water” (Richardson & Standing Committee
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on Natural Resources, 2013, “The Resource”, para. 1)—from the town of Bruderheim in
the Alberta oil sands1 to a proposed port in Kitimat, British Columbia on the Pacific
Ocean. This project would be constructed as a twin pipeline; one line would run EastWest and would carry 525 000 barrels of diluted bitumen per day to the B.C. coast, while
the second line would run West-East and would transport 193 000 barrels of imported oilbased thinning agent back into the Alberta oil sands (Enbridge Northern Gateway Joint
Review Project, 2013). The proposed route runs a distance of 1 177 kilometers through
the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia across a wide variety of terrain including
mountains, prairies, lakes and rivers. The port in Kitimat, one end of the pipeline, would
serve as a gateway for the bitumen to be put on large oil tankers to be shipped to Asia and
other international markets.
A multifaceted project with numerous interested parties, the NGP’s key
stakeholders include: Enbridge, the Canadian Government, public and private investors,
oil sands workers, foreign markets, the Alberta and B.C. provincial governments,
environmentalists, economists, and communities – including and importantly First
Nations communities. Stakes for this project are very high. Industry, business, think
tanks, the media and at times the Canadian Government all have commented on the
impact this project could have in bolstering the Canadian economy and job market as
well as on the country’s relationship with foreign oil markets (Arcand, Burt & Crawford,
2012; Holden, 2013). For example, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, the largest

1

In the body of literature on the Canadian and Albertan hydrocarbon sector there exists a
variety of spellings of “oil sands”. This includes “oilsands” and “Oil Sands”. In this
paper, I have chosen to follow to spelling of the Canadian Government, that is “oil
sands”.
23

business association in Canada (The Canadian Chamber of Commerce, n.d.), published a
letter in conjunction with many of the country’s business leaders in support of the NGP,
underscoring the importance and benefits of the project: “It is critical that Canada open
up new markets so that taxpayers get full value for our energy resources and that our
natural resources find a way to those markets as quickly as possible” (The Canadian
Chamber of Commerce, 2014). Janet Holder, the self-described project leader of the NGP
decrees: “Northern Gateway is important to Canada’s future. It will open up new markets
for our most valuable resource, creating thousands of jobs and new opportunities for
British Columbians and Canadians” (Holder, 2014).
However, as previously mentioned, the project is extremely controversial, and
many actors are strongly opposed to the NGP, voicing their contrariety through
publications, media articles, protests and public calls to action (see for example
“Northern Gateway pipeline opponents”, 2015; Judd, 2014; Uechi, 2012). Pull Together,
an organization formed expressly to oppose the project, states that “two thirds of British
Columbians don’t want this project that threatens the oceans, wildlife, communities, and
unique coastal economy of BC. It must never be built” (Pull Together, n.d.). The project
has garnered the attention of heavy-weight international groups as well; Amnesty
International has voiced their opposition to the project:
Amnesty International isn’t opposed to all resource development or pipeline
construction, but we have said that Northern Gateway should not go ahead. As
international human rights bodies have long recognized, a high standard of
precaution is essential in any decision that could compound the harms that have
already been inflicted on Indigenous peoples. The federal government, which
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gave conditional approval for Northern Gateway in a decision announced in June,
has fallen far short of this standard of precaution. (Amnesty International, 2014)
The reasons for opposition to the NGP vary greatly. Groups opposed include First
Nations, environmentalists, human rights groups, residents of British Columbia and
Canada, academics, journalists, and coastal sector employees among others. Despite the
vocal opposition from various parties, however, the project was supported by the former
Canadian Federal Government (Government of Canada, 2012). However, acutely aware
of the polarized interest in the project, the Canadian government has put the NGP through
a process of approval that has taken several years. The next section of this paper will
overview this process and of the progression of the project in general.
2.3

The assessment process

The NGP project was officially launched in 2004 by Enbridge, with the corporation
announcing their preliminary plans for a pipeline linking the Alberta oil sands with the
Canadian west coast. One year later, in 2005, Enbridge further developed the idea in
announcing a $2.5 billion deal with PetroChina International Company Limited to
transport oil along the pipeline for export to China and other Asia-Pacific markets
(Enbridge, 2005a). That year, Enbridge also announced Kitimat, B.C. as the proposed
end-point for the pipeline, citing its deepwater port and abundant industrial land as key
reasons (Enbridge, 2005b). In 2006, the project was delayed in favor of dealings with the
U.S. market. Despite this delay on the part of Enbridge, the NGP still held significant
potential and was put under review by the Canadian Minister for the Environment, Rona
Ambrose, in September of the same year (Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency,
2006).
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2.3.1

Environmental assessment and the CEAA, 2012

Environmental assessments (EA), as a reflection of the remarkable growth in concern for
and interest in environmental issues over the past few decades, have become an
immensely important aspect of the relationship between development and the
environment (Jay, Jones, Slinn & Wood, 2007). Subject to a wide range of definitions,
EA can be described as responding to the need “to identify and predict the impact on the
environment and on man’s health and well-being of legislative proposals, policies,
programmes, projects and operational procedures, and to interpret and communicate
information about the impacts” (Munn, 1979, p. 23). While broad, this oft-quoted
definition offers a perspective on the EA as a process, but also speaks to the scope of EA.
Not only interested in impacts on the physical environment, EA can speak to the
employment opportunities, community structure and services, and lifestyle and values
which may be affected by development actions (Glasson, Therivel & Chadwick, 2005).
This is particularly relevant in the context of the NGP, as the EA process involved was a
significant event in communities along the pipeline route.
Within Canada, prior to 1970, little to no consideration was given to the
environmental consequences of development projects (Becklumb & Williams, 2012).
However, this lack of assessment and appropriate prevention could leave the Canadian
government responsible for the fiscal, social and environmental recovery of projects gone
awry. Thus, following in the footsteps of the United States, Canada’s federal government
began to recognize the value and need for appropriate environmental planning and
assessment legislation. However, legislation for EA would not make it into federal law
until 1992 (Becklumb & Williams, 2012). Reflecting the broader global landscape of
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changing perspectives on EA (Pope, Bond, Morrison-Saunders & Retief, 2013), Canada’s
EA processes have evolved over time. In 2012, due in part to the global economic crisis
of 2008, the Canadian federal government, perceiving the EA process as a “hindrance to
economic development” (Becklumb & Williams, 2012, p. 1), replaced the existing
federal EA process with a new, greatly debated process outlined in the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA, 2012). It is within this context and legacy that
the Enbridge’s NGP project was put under review. A large-scale development project, it
was within the scope of several potential areas of consequence outlined in the CEAA,
2012. Indeed, the NGP required a higher level of EA than might normally be prescribed,
as outlined in the CEAA, 2012, as a “panel review” (CEAA, 2012). This type of EA may
only be implemented should the Minister of the Environment be “of the opinion that to
do so is in the public interest, considering various stipulated factors, including whether
the designated project may cause significant adverse environmental effects and public
concerns related to those effects” (Becklumb & Williams, 2012, p. 5). Of note for EA
panel reviews is that they necessitate the public dissemination of all relevant information.
Additionally, the review panel must “hold hearings that offer interested parties an
opportunity to participate” (Becklumb & Williams, 2012, p. 5). Thus, an EA panel review
constitutes to a certain degree a negotiation with interested parties, not merely a
procedural evaluation of potential adverse environmental effects.
I highlight this piece of legislation because the relationship between the NGP and
the CEAA, 2012 is not quite straightforward. While the NGP was first put under review
in 2006, the Joint Review Panel appointed by the Minister of the Environment did not
begin their assessment until years later in 2012. As CEAA, 2012 was put into law later
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the same year, many of the changes it made to the EA process do not affect the NGP’s
assessment. However, the CEAA, 2012 does affect the project’s assessment in some
notable ways. Of note is that the CEAA, 2012 offered the federal government the power
to reject any public review panel’s decision – thus in this case granting the final authority
on the NGP’s approval. This “ultimate power” (Esler, 2013) could be viewed as
problematic for several reasons, one of which is the Canadian government’s close ties
with the oil and gas industry (which will be detailed in the section discussing the political
context). This could be viewed as a conflict of interest, and indeed as limiting the federal
government’s ability to put forth an unbiased decision (Esler, 2013).
The CEAA, 2012 also affects the NGP’s assessment process in that it places a
time limit upon it (Kent & Caron, 2012). Under the CEAA, 2012, EA panel reviews must
be completed within two years (Becklumb & Williams, 2012). This time constraint, never
a condition under earlier legislation, applies directly to the case of the NGP, as the
Minister of the Environment reduced the time allowed for the NGP assessment to two
years. Prior to this change, the review panel for the project had no time constraint
whatsoever. The Minister of the Environment, using the power allocated to him by the
CEAA, 2012, set a deadline for the review panel of December 2013 (Whittington, 2012).
While certainly indefinite EA processes would be impractical, this new time constraint
can be viewed as troubling in the case of the NGP, as since it is such a large-scale project,
“limiting the amount of time the Northern Gateway Assessment Panel can conduct public
consultation and scientific review means that that environmental effects of the pipeline
cannot be thoroughly studied” (Esler, 2013, p. 23). Indeed, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
(DFO), in a letter written to the Joint Review Panel, stated that they were unable to finish
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a thorough investigation of the potential risks to waterways, watershed and marine life in
the allotted time: “As DFO has not conducted a complete review of all proposed
crossings, we are unable to submit a comprehensive list as requested; however, this work
will continue” (DFO, 2012). It is curious as to why this time limit was deemed necessary
in the case of the NGP, as assessments for the similar pipeline project, the Mackenzie
Valley Pipeline, took over three years (Esler, 2013). Unfortunately, there is no obvious
explanation on the part of the Canadian government as to why this two-year limit was
chosen and deemed necessary in the case of the NGP.
As a final consideration, the CEAA, 2012, included a narrowing of scope
concerning the scientific and environmental risk assessments. Differing from the previous
EA process, the CEAA, 2012, requires that cumulative impacts only be “considered”, not
“assessed” (Esler, 2013, p. 24). Cumulative effects are defined as those “project effects
remaining after mitigation that may interact with other projects and activities that exist or
are reasonably foreseeable” (Enbridge Northern Gateway Project Joint Review Panel
[ENGPJRP], 2013a, “Views of the panel”, para 1). Again, in terms of the scale of the
NGP project, this narrow approach could be seen as concerning, as the Joint Review
Panel was now only under obligation to “consider” the significance of such impacts as
proximity to other projects, industrial expansion, increased marine traffic, effects on air
quality, river pollution, wildlife habitat disturbance, etc. (ENGJRP, 2013a). The Joint
Review Panel, addressed the issue, explaining:
Northern Gateway limited its cumulative environmental effects assessment to
circumstances where there was a reasonable expectation that the project's
contribution to cumulative environmental effects would affect the viability or
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sustainability of the resource or value. It characterized two aspects of cumulative
environmental effects on a valued ecosystem component or key indicator species:
the overall cumulative effect of all past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future projects and activities in combination with the environmental effects of the
project; and the contribution of the project to overall cumulative effects.
(ENGJRP, 2013a, “Northern gateway and participant views”, para 2)
Thus, the NGP Joint Review Panel did incorporate an evaluation of cumulative effects in
their assessment process, though the change from “consider” to “assess” leaves the
activity open to interpretation. Unfortunately, the CEAA, 2012 did not define what was
meant by “consider”, and the explanation the Joint Review Panel gives is the following
somewhat vague phrase: “the Panel considered cumulative effects and provides a
rationale for not including a detailed discussion of cumulative effects in its analysis”
(ENGJRP, 2013a, “Views of the panel”, para 5). A further point of controversy for the
NGP, it is interesting to consider why this change in assessment practice was needed in
the case of Enbridge’s project, as the Joint Review Panel indicated that cumulative effects
were highlighted as a prominent point of concern by interested parties (ENGJRP, 2013a).
Ultimately, the connection and influence of the CEAA, 2012, as well as the
overall NGP assessment process was an important point of concern for many groups
opposed to the project (see for example Dogwood Initiative, 2009). The ramifications for
the NGP’s assessment serve to promote the project as a controversial development, and
as Elser (2013) argues: “control knowledge production at the Northern Gateway Pipeline
hearing, [and] give the federal government the discretionary power to approve the
pipeline” (p. 22). Ultimately, while this paper does not have the scope to include a full
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discussion of the Canadian government’s institutional action related to the project, this
brief overview of the CEAA, 2012 hopes to demonstrate the deep roots of the NGP
within Canadian society – social and political.
2.3.2

The hearings

Despite those opposed to the changes ushered in by the CEAA, 2012, the Joint Review
Panel (under the National Energy Board) appointed by the Minster began holding EA
hearings across the western provinces of British Columbia and Alberta in 2012. These
hearings, required under the CEAA, 2012 legislation, must be offered by the Joint
Review Panel to allow all “interested parties an opportunity to participate in the
environmental assessment before the panel submits its report” (Becklumb & Williams,
2012, p. 5). Beginning in Kitimat in January 2012, the proposal port site, the hearings
moved across B.C. and Alberta for 18 months.
The public process of the hearings is described by the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency (“The Joint Review Process”, n.d.) as an assessment of all
information on the “record”. The record consists of all information submitted to the panel
through a preliminary request for information process and the public oral hearing
sessions. As an interested party, individuals had four options for participating and
offering information to the joint review process: submit a letter of comment, make an oral
statement, become an intervenor, or become a government participant (CEAA, n.d.). The
latter three options required registration, and as the hearings were held in various
locations, an assignment of a date and place. The hearings resulted in a huge amount of
public interest and participation, over 9000 letters of comment were received, and 1790
persons offered oral evidence (National Energy Board[NEB], 2013).
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The hearings, as might have been expected, were a controversial activity in and of
themselves. As Esler (2013) remarks, the fairness of the hearings can be, and was,
questioned for a variety of reasons. Opponents to the pipeline took issue with the Joint
Review Panel Board, remarking that there were no appointed citizens from British
Columbia (Forest Ethics, 2012) despite the province’s obvious stake and interest in the
project. Commenting on the hearings themselves, opponents challenged that Enbridge’s
responses seemed scripted, and that witnesses and Enbridge company experts were
permitted to confer before answering questions (Hume, 2013). Spectators were also
banned from certain hearings (Lavoie, 2012), and the federal government has been
accused of attempting to limit the types of questions posed at the hearings (Esler, 2013).
The hearings drew numerous protests in communities in B.C. (“Protesters arrested at
pipeline hearing”, 2013; Hunter, 2012; Stoymenoff, 2012; “Rally draws thousands”,
2012) and certain hearings were even cancelled due to to protest activity (“Gateway
hearing cancelled”, 2012). These concerns, coupled with the controversial CEAA, 2012,
resulted in several implicated First Nations groups to pull out of the hearings (Moore,
2013).
Despite the tension and opposition, the hearings were carried out in accordance to
the CEAA, 2012, and were completed in June 2013. The Joint Review Panel in Volume 1
of their report, identified as satisfied with the hearing process, remarking that the process
had been rigorous and substantial. The panel acknowledged the numerous participants,
wide variety of views presented, the aboriginal knowledge shared, and commented that
they had learned “about the connectedness of everything and that our approach must be
holistic, understanding the entirety as well as the parts” (ENGJRP, 2013c, p. 76). This
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next sub-section will elaborate on the final steps in the NGP assessment, the Joint Review
Panel’s final report and recommendations.
2.3.3

The Joint Review Panel report

Under the new CEAA, 2012 and with the completion of the hearings, the Joint Review
Panel had until December 31st, 2013 to release its final report to the Canadian Federal
Government (Kent & Caron, 2012). The report would be released in two volumes,
entitled Volume 1 – Connections and Volume 2 – Considerations. The report was lengthy
and wide-reaching, and seemed to attempt to address the many concerns put forward by
participants during the assessment process. The document also outlined the scope and
mandate of the Joint Review Panel and the EA process, marking the boundaries where
they stopped their considerations. The report summarized the different issues, risks, and
benefits associated with the project and ultimately offered a conclusive recommendation
to the Governor in Council. With the release of this report, the Panel was no longer
involved with the project. The final report recommended that the Federal Government
approve the project, subject to 209 conditions. The Joint Review Panel, in Volume 1 of
the report justified their decision stating: “We determined what we believed were the
major benefits and burdens associated with this project and found that the public interest
of Canada was best served by recommending that the project should be approved”
(ENGJRP, 2013c, p. 76). This quote was followed by an encouragement to read the
second volume to gain a deeper understanding behind the approval.
Of great interest to many were the 209 conditions outlined by the Joint Review
Panel. These conditions addressed different phases of the project: pre-construction,
construction and operations. Throughout each of the phases some conditions were
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marked as requiring that “Northern Gateway must file with the [National Energy Board]
for approval” (ENGJRP, 2013d, p. 375), thus establishing an additional level of approval.
Many of the conditions addressed areas of concern that the Joint Review Panel noted as
identified through the hearings and EA process (see ENGJRP, 2013c, p. 18-19) or
through the wider debate surrounding the project. Some conditions of note were those
requiring the consultation of aboriginal groups, documentation, consultation and
diligence during watercourse crossings, the protection of animal habitats (notably
woodland caribou, freshwater fish, whales and marine birds), and marine spill prevention
and cleanup (ENGJRP, 2013d).
Since the Panel’s report constitutes a recommendation and not a decision, the
conditions outlined within are subject to governmental review. Under the National
Energy Board Act (NEB Act), the conditions outlined by the Panel cannot be altered or
rejected by the Federal Government, but can be sent back to the National Energy Board
(the governing body of the Joint Review Panel) for reconsideration (ENGJRP, 2013d). It
would be up to the NEB to consequently make changes or not. Not all conditions in the
Joint Review Panel’s report fall under the NEB Act however, and any conditions which
fall under the CEAA, 2012 can be altered or supplemented by the Canadian Government
(ENGJRP, 2013d).
2.3.4

Governmental approval

Ultimately, as stated by the Joint Review Panel, their role was regulatory, and the report
was only a recommendation to be taken into consideration by the Federal Government in
their ultimate deliberation on the NGP:
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The final decision on whether or not the project should proceed will be made by
the Governor in Council. As part of its decision, it will determine whether or not
the project is likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects and, if so,
whether those effects are justified in the circumstances. (ENGJRP, 2013d, pp.
402)
In other words, the lengthy documentation and reporting on environmental impacts would
serve as guidelines and hold no real decision making power. The Canadian Federal
Government, as outlined in the CEAA, 2012, would have the ultimate and final say in
approving the pipeline and determining its environmental effects.
In June of 2014, the Governor in Council approved the NGP project, subject to
the 209 conditions set out by the Joint Review Panel being met. In applying the 209
conditions, the Federal Government required that Enbridge must comply with each and
demonstrate to the National Energy Board and the Government how they will meet them.
This approval stated “that the Designated Project is not likely to cause significant adverse
environmental effects” (NEB, 2014, para. 3), except in the case of certain populations of
woodland caribou and grizzly bears. The report went on to qualify that the “significant
adverse environmental effects” to these animal populations are “justified in the
circumstances” (NEB, 2014, para. 4).
The governmental approval was met with widespread political distaste; each of
the major opposing Canadian political parties – Green, NDP, and Liberal – voiced their
concern and discord with the decision, the leaders of the NDP and Liberal parties both
vowing to overturn the decision if elected (Mas & Payton, 2014; McCarthy, Chase &
Jang, 2014). The approval was also met with contention by environmental and First
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Nations groups; following the decision statement eight First Nations2, four environmental
groups3, and one labour union4 brought 18 legal challenges against the Canadian Federal
Government’s decision (Smith & Desmond, 2015). Addressing a wide variety of
concerns, these legal challenges touched on issues such as the claim that significant
adverse effects to wildlife were justified, a failure of the Joint Review Panel to
adequately consider public interest and issues relating to First Nations and a failure of the
Government to provide proper reasons for its decision (Smith & Desmond, 2015). The
hearings for the legal proceedings involving First Nations groups took place in the
Federal Court of Appeals in Vancouver over the course of six days in October of 2015
(Smith & Desmond, 2015; Omand, 2015). The Court recently released its decision,
overturning the approval of the pipeline. The Court argued that Canada failed to
adequately consult with First Nations groups, stating: “we find that Canada offered only a
brief, hurried and inadequate opportunity … to exchange and discuss information and to
dialogue” (Proctor, 2016). As this decision was only released in late June, 2016, the fate
of the pipeline project remains uncertain.
2.4

Political and economic context

While the Federal Government’s approval of the NGP project was generally not well
received, it is helpful to consider the context in which this decision was made to

2

Gitga’at First Nation; Gitxaala Nation; Haida Nation; Haisla Nation; Heiltsuk Nation;

Kitasoo Xai’Xais Nation; Nadleh Whut’en; Nak’azdli Whut’en;
3

BC Nature; ForestEthics Advocacy Association; Living Oceans Society; Raincoast

Conservation Foundation
4

Unifor
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understand the reasoning behind it. Canada’s relationship and history with resource
extraction and oil production is an important factor.
While the Alberta oil sands were first surveyed in 1875 (Richardson & Standing
Committee on Natural Resources, 2013), Canada’s oil production remained a small
aspect of the economy prior to the 1950s (Esler, 2013). Two huge oil sand projects
completed in 1967 and 1978 would serve to change this relationship drastically, and by
the 1970s Canada was producing 290 000 cubic meters of oil per day and exporting half
to the United States (Esler, 2013). A decade later, with the election of a majority
Conservative government, the Canadian energy agenda began to shift towards increased
deregulation of extraction, transportation and trade of hydrocarbons, a pattern which
Doern (2005) argues has continued ever since.
Since the late 20th century, the production and trade of hydrocarbons stemming
from the Alberta oil sands has constituted a major source of growth and wealth in the
Canadian economy (Doern, 2005; Esler, 2013). A report by Richardson & The Canadian
House of Commons Standing Committee on Natural Resources (2007) references that
“the development of the oil sands has been described as a Canadian success story”
(“Developing the oil sands-Canadian innovation at work”, para. 2) and that “the oil sands
are of great strategic importance for Canada” (“The oil sands-a resource of strategic
importance to North America”, para. 1). Some argue that Canada is continuing on a path
to become an “energy superpower” (Taber, 2009; Clarke, 2008) and has entered the top
tier of global crude oil producers (Stefanick & Shrivastava, 2015).
Canadian oil and gas revenues are divided between the Federal and Provincial
governments, as the resource extraction largely falls within provincial jurisdiction but is
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partially federally regulated (Esler, 2013). Alberta, the Canadian province that accounts
for nearly three quarters of all Canadian oil and gas production (Brownsey, 2005), sees
substantial revenues from the hydrocarbon sector. As Brownsey (2005) argues, “the oil
and gas industry is essential to Alberta’s prosperity” (p. 203). In 2014, 25% of Alberta’s
GDP, 70% of its exportation, as well as 35% of provincial government revenues came
from the oil and gas sector (Stefanick & Shrivastava, 2015). Alberta, despite constituting
only 11 percent of Canada’s total population, accounts for 17 percent of the country’s
gross domestic product (GDP). 28 percent of that number comes directly from the oil and
gas sector (Stefanick & Shrivastava, 2015). Alberta’s oil sector is also marked by strong
industry-friendly taxes and a favorable revenue-sharing regime, leading to a pattern of
remarkable corporate returns (Campanella, 2012). For example, Royal Dutch Shell, a
major international oil and gas corporation, announced in 2007 that the Canadian oil
sands operations earned them the highest profit per barrel, nearly double of what they
earn worldwide (Mortished, 2007).
Stefanick and Shrivastava (2015), in their discussion of the social, political and
economic aspects of Alberta’s petroleum industry, point out that this economic prosperity
is due in large part to a pattern of government support and favorable political and policy
trends – both at the provincial and national level. Of interest here is the federal
involvement, which the authors point out has been a primary force in the expansion of
Alberta’s oil economy. They note that due to the nature of Alberta’s bitumen reserves –
difficult to extract, deeply lying deposits requiring more processing and refining (Clarke,
2008) – this expensive and unconventional oil development is only profitable thanks to
federal investments, subsidies and tax breaks. The former Canadian Federal
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Government’s relationship and ties with Alberta oil are frequently noted as exemplified
by the past leadership of Stephen Harper and his Conservative Party, leading to what
some argue is the Canadian “petro-state” (Nikiforuk, 2010; CITE). Indeed, Peyton and
Franks (2015) in analyzing the relationship between the Harper government and
Canada’s relationship with oil, go so far as to describe it as “a totalizing strategy”
towards “increasingly voracious resource extraction” (p. 3). While this language is in the
extreme, it is certainly true that Canada’s former conservative government, throughout its
nearly decade-long leadership, implemented policies and legislation to bolster and
promote the oil and gas industry. For instance, following the 2008 financial crisis,
Stefanick and Shrivastava (2005) note that the fiscal impact on Canadian bitumen
production was mitigated by the Canadian government through “ceding more regulatory
control to industry; opening new doors for foreign acquisitions; and increasing financial,
social, and environmental subsidies” (p. 20). Additionally, between 2009 and 2012, while
federal and provincial taxes fell, subsidies to the oil sector continued to rise (Dobson &
Asadollahi, 2014).
The Harper-led government consistently reinforced its favor and support of the oil
and gas sector, as well as its interest in the development of pipelines and export of
bitumen overseas (Government of Canada, 2012a; Tutton, 2013; Sorenson, 2015). In
2012, the Federal Government was involved in a scandal involving internal documents
discussing approaches to alter European perceptions of Canada’s oil sands. The
documents referred to the media, environmental and aboriginal groups as “adversaries”
and industry associations, energy companies and the Canadian National Energy Board as
“allies” (Vanderklippe, 2012; Fitzpatrick, 2012). Concerning the NGP in particular,
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former Prime Minister Harper voiced his strong support for the project, asserting his
party’s commitment to getting Canadian hydrocarbon to foreign markets during a speech
in China: “Our government is committed to ensuring that Canada has the infrastructure
necessary to move our energy resources to those diversified markets” (Ljunggren, 2012,
para. 5). Members of the former Harper government also voiced their opinions on the
project; Natural Resource Minister Joe Oliver remarked controversially that groups
opposed to the NGP “threaten to hijack our regulatory system to achieve their radical
ideological agenda” (Payton, 2012, para. 6) and that “they’re trying to block
development; they’re trying to block projects which will create hundreds of thousands of
jobs and billions of dollars in government revenue and trillions of dollars in economic
development” (Payton, 2012, para. 18). The former Conservative Government’s vocal
support of the NGP and strong favor towards the oil industry and diversifying Canadian
oil markets led many to question their ability to make an objective decision concerning
the project (see Esler, 2013). Discussed earlier, these concerns were highly relevant as the
CEAA, 2012 legislation introduced during the EA of the NGP placed final approval
entirely in federal hands.
2.5

Empirical studies investigating the NGP

As discussed throughout this chapter, the NGP project, while federally approved, is still
in ongoing debate in Canadian society and the courts. As construction has not started and
the project remains in the ‘proposed’ stage, there is not a huge body of academic work
conducted to date on the case. That said, there is an interesting collection of
communication and discourse oriented literature. This section will overview a selection
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of studies that discuss Enbridge and the NGP to highlight the applicability of discourse
analysis to the case.
2.5.1

The political context of the NGP

Following the long tradition of environmentally-oriented critical analyses of media
discourse (see for example Carvalho, 2007; Boykoff, 2008; Kojola, 2015), the recent
work of Raso and Neubauer (2016) explores news articles discussing the NGP. They
argue that examples of the most common pro-pipeline stories illustrate how discourses
preferred by the political elite structure news stories. Through a content and discourse
analysis, these authors show that the Canadian news media’s articles and sourcing show a
bias that is hostile towards those opposed to the pipeline while favouring elites’ economic
and political ideas. In providing context for their study, they argue that the NGP is facing
an “overall crisis of legitimacy” (p. 117), and is thus engaged in an ongoing battle to
build its own legitimacy while delegitimizing its opponents. This battle, they argue, is
being waged by both certain Canadian news media and “New Right” political actors.
Raso and Neubauer situate their work among that illustrating the widespread media
tendency to privilege discourses favored by political and economic elites. They claim that
for decades, “a networked movement of corporate-backed New Right civil society groups
[have] coordinated the promotion of environmental skeptic discourses in the public
sphere” (p. 118). Backed by a “hegemonic rise over the past 40 years of a neoliberal
ideology” (Raso & Neubauer, 2016, p. 118), the NGP is presented in news media as an
economic imperative while at the same time delegitimizing pipeline opponents. This was
generally achieved through positioning official sources, such as the conservative federal
government and industry representatives, as primary definers.
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This work supports my focus on legitimation, providing a discursive window into
how the pipeline is being represented in Canadian media. I have argued that the project is
controversial among the Canadian public and that it has been a major discussion point in
Canadian media. This study highlights both those facts, and carries out an empirical
analysis of the media representations of the project. Furthermore, similar to Livesey’s
(2001) study discussed earlier in this chapter, Raso and Neubauer (2016) reference the
relationship between oil corporations and discourses of neoliberalism and economic
development. Also important in providing context for the political reality in which the
NGP is situated, Raso and Neubauer’s work discusses the Canadian conservative
government and its role in the pipeline project’s proposal.
Also working at the intersections of politics and environmental issues, Esler
(2013) conducted a Foucauldian analysis5 of the Canadian federal government’s role in
the NGP debate. His work was conducted during the environmental assessment of the
pipeline project and argues that the government used rhetorical language, disciplinary
measures, as well as legislation changes to grant themselves authority to approve the
pipeline’s construction. Some of these are: commercials, muzzling scientists, changing
laws, and issuing statements. Similar to Raso and Neubauer (2016), Esler (2013) points to
the neoliberal ideologies motivating the former Canadian federal government, and argues
that the wealth generated by oil and gas in Canada has resulted in the federal government

5

Esler points out that there is no single definitive way to conceive of and perform a
Foucauldian analysis. Each Foucauldian analysis is specific and tailored to the context at
hand. His work takes a genealogical approach to examine how operations of power create
assymetries between social actors in a matrix. His work focuses on the discourse of the
Canadian government, not all discourses associated with the pipeline, and he thus terms it
a limited geneaology.
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creating policies and legislation that promote hydrocarbon extraction and exportation. In
the case of the NGP, this state-of-affairs becomes obvious, as the Esler argues that the
“federal government is proactively promoting the pipeline and is using its regulatory,
legislative, and rhetorical powers to try and ensure pipeline construction” (p. 45).
Ultimately, despite this proactivity, Esler points out that the federal government was
largely unsuccessful, as at the time of his writing, the project was still facing huge
backlash from the Canadian population, and was in a generally uncertain position.
Several years later, and further in the development of the project, his work on the role of
the federal government in promoting and approving the pipeline provides a fascinating
backdrop to my study of the legitimatory practices of the corporation behind it. While the
focus of this thesis is not on the Canadian federal government, this work on the political
context of the NGP, as revealed by Raso and Neubauer (2016) and Esler (2013), is
crucial to understanding this case. These studies also point to why this case-study is a
worthy research project, and the degree to which it provides a window into Canada’s
complex and challenging relationship to energy development projects.
2.5.2

Resistance to the NGP

Several authors examine resistance to the NGP within a broader discussion of opposition
to extractivism, natural resource production, and fossil fuel infrastructure projects. The
vocal opposition to the NGP, as a huge development project with roots in the Alberta oil
sands, can be seen as a manifestation of a larger Canadian shift in opinion towards
reliance on fossil fuels and development of the oil sands (Veltmeyer & Bowles, 2014).
Relating to the political discussion presented above, there is a large body of literature that
discusses Canada’s shift to a resource-based economy under the late federal government.
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Veltmeyer and Bowles (2014) argue that the former federal government “staked
Canada’s future on natural resource development, including the production for the
exportation of Alberta tarsands oil” (p. 64), and that opposition to this pipeline is largely
representative of a wider rejection of the neoliberal policies of the federal government.
Looking at differences between B.C. and Alberta, Axsen (2014) shows that while
Albertans are likely to show support for the pipeline, B.C. residents continue to resist and
voice their discord with the project. It is worth considering that this may be that
Canadians outside Alberta are beginning to disfavor extractivism and related
development projects.
However, the differences in opposition to the NGP between Alberta and B.C.
could also be because the project is likely to result in very different impacts in the two
provinces. Alberta is more likely to gain economically from the NGP, whereas B.C. is
more likely to experience environmental risks. Axsen (2014) notes that not only are
Albertans less likely to oppose the project, they are also more likely to view it as a
provider of economic benefits, such as a job creator. British Columbians, on the other
hand, are more likely to see the NGP as an environmental risk. Referenced earlier, this
division is one commonly seen in contexts of environmental issues: economic benefit
opposed to environmental risk. Indeed, Raso and Neubauer’s (2016) work (discussed in
the previous section) highlights that not only is this antagonism present in opposition to
the project, it is also seen in Canadian media stories about the NGP. Axsen (2014) notes
that the tradeoff between environmental risks and economic benefits is a particularly
strong theme in the case of the NGP.
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Where opposition is strong, it is largely drawn from the power of the indigenous
communities retaining territorial rights in the path of the Enbridge pipeline. Invoking
indigenous law, the First Nations leaders stake their opposition to this project as not only
threatening their territorial rights and status as sovereign nations, but also as encroaching
upon their responsibility to the natural world, and ultimately their traditional culture and
way of life (Veltmeyer & Bowles, 2014). The NGP project would cut through traditional
hunting and fishing grounds, thus breaking down indigenous communities’ existing
relationships with their land. The pipeline is consequently viewed by those opposed as a
project incurring much greater risk than other extractivist projects that are more
geographically limited. Echoeing the argument that opposition to the NGP is
representative of a much larger issue, Veltmeyer and Bowles (2014) argue that
“capitalism stands in a relation of fundamental contradiction to the ability of First
Nations communities to protect their traditional and modern culture, determine their own
future, and to exist as a people and as a society” (p. 66).
Not only does this project represent a potential threat to indigenous land and life,
it has also been argued that the regulatory process is a continuation of colonial
dispossession. The regulatory process, according to Mcreary and Milligan (2014), fails to
interpret, translate, and ultimately appreciate, indigenous geographies. References to
indigenous territories are reduced to neatly bounded and discrete, localized and labeled,
“patches of Indigeneity” (p. 122). Assessments that claim to include indigenous peoples,
such as in the case of the NGP, need to acknowledge not only different understandings of
territory, culture and knowledge, but also the long-reaching history of colonialism.
Instead of acknowledging Canada’s tumultuous and exclusionary relationships with
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indigenous people, the process used to evaluate the pipeline confines Indigeneity to “a
politically constrained and knowable condition” (Mcreary & Milligan, 2014, p. 125).
Indeed, this state of affairs was only not noticed only by these academics; the pipeline
was in the Canadian court system for the past two years, being evaluated for whether or
not it adequately consulted indigenous peoples. As noted earlier, The Federal Court of
Appeal recently overturned the approval of the NGP, stating that the Canadian
government failed to consult with First Nations. Thus, it can be argued that the
indigenous communities standing against the pipeline are not only resisting this project,
but also resisting the operative capitalist and colonial system.
2.6

Conclusion

Ultimately, the social, political and economic context surrounding the NGP is wrought
with the debates of complex issues in the domains of economic development and
environmental issues. As Esler (2013) asserts, “The case of the Northern Gateway
Pipeline very much embodies the conflict between resource development and
environmental protection” (p. 7). The former Canadian government, fiscally and socially
conservative (Stefanick & Shrivastava, 2015), largely positioned itself as interested in
economic development and in the expansion in the Alberta oil sands, which in turn
manifested as support for the NGP. This stance, and the actions associated with it (i.e.,
legislation, comments, etc.), have served to fuel the controversy surrounding the NGP.
The NGP has evolved into a development project reflecting the tensions of the larger
Canadian political economy.
Consequently, given the controversy and generally uncertain future of the project
in relation to public opinion, Enbridge has needed to take considerable trouble to defend
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themselves from negative perceptions and foster social acceptance for the project. It is
therefore not surprising that the gatewayfacts website, created as a communication
platform to offer information about the project to the Canadian public, should put great
effort into shining a positive light on the pipeline. In short, Enbridge, was faced with a
need to legitimate itself and the NGP to the public in general, with a special emphasis on
those citizens opposed to the project – such as those concerned about the environmental
impacts. As will be discussed in the following chapter, existing work on corporate
discourse shows that in the wake of controversial events, negative public opinion, and a
shift in stakeholder understandings of corporate responsibility, corporations often turn to
discursive legitimation to aid in asserting the rightness of a project or action.
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3
3.1

Chapter: Literature Review and Theoretical Framework
Introduction
Legitimation is a central issue for organizations generally, and is a particular

concern for multinational corporations (Geppert, 2003), those operating in contested
markets (Anteby, 2010; Elsbach, 1994), and those heading controversial projects (Vaara
& Tienari, 2008). The fossil fuel industry, and notably oil corporations, frequently fall
into all three of these categories. Consequently, oil corporations can be said to have a
particular need to legitimate themselves and their actions (Breeze, 2012; Livesey, 2002).
Despite the saliency of legitimation to the study of corporations, many authors note that
examinations of organizational practices have been relatively ‘realist’ and disconnected
from an appreciation of the discursive practices that shape organizational behaviour
(Phillips, Lawrence & Hardy, 2004). Perhaps in response to this gap, research has been
increasingly looking into discursive aspects of corporate legitimation (e.g. Phillips,
Lawrence & Hardy, 2004; Vaara & Tienari, 2008; Livesey, 2002, Breeze, 2012; Fuoli,
2012). Such inquiries often adopt a guiding view of language as social action. While this
notion has long been foundational in discourse studies (see the CDA section of this
chapter), it is relatively new to the study of organizational discourse. Immensely useful,
this discursive approach to investigations of legitimation in organizational discourse can
help illustrate “that organizations are not just social constructions, but social
constructions constituted through discourse” (Aritz & Walker, 2012, p. 2). It is thus in
this still-existing gap that my research situates itself. A discourse analysis approach offers
a theoretical lens and practical method to understanding, analyzing and challenging
organizational order (Hartelius & Browning, 2008).
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To broadly introduce the existing scholarly literature that investigates how
corporations discursively represent and legitimate themselves and their actions, I will
touch on the following bodies of this literature: studies of discursive legitimation, of the
field of corporate social responsibility, and of particular work on legitimation in oil
corporations’ public discourse.
3.2
3.2.1

Legitimation in corporate discourse
Legitimacy theory as an explanatory framework
Legitimacy theory is described as “the current dominant explanatory framework

for social reporting, which identifies the need for legitimating an organization’s actions
as the primary driver behind the disclosure of social and environmental information”
(Fuoli, 2012, p. 56). According to Fuoli (2012), empirical support for this theory is
demonstrated by a positive correlation between organizations’ voluntary disclosure and
issues and events such as dangerous factory incidents, environmental damage, and media
exposure. Scherer and Palazzo (2007; 2011) claim that legitimacy is critical issue for
corporations, as it is a precondition for their continued existence and success. Large
corporations are increasingly having to devote large amounts of time, money, and energy
to bolster their public image and to convey their actions in a positive light, but also to
legitimate their behaviour, justifying, rationalizing and defending them (Breeze, 2012).
Certainly in the case of oil and gas, corporations have had to immediately employ this
type of communicative activity following incidents such as oil spills (see Breeze 2012),
but have also taken to proactively legitimating and emphasizing their positive attributes
and moral, legal, and economic rightness (Frynas, 2009). Confronted with issues such as
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labor disputes, community resistance, government regulation, and recently climate
change (see Klein, 2015 for a discussion), oil companies have had to strategically
maneuver their discursive representation of themselves, their industry, and their actions.
Legitimation is one strategy by which oil corporations can build public trust, foster social
license, and generally create a positive space for their existence and their activities.
3.2.2

Defining legitimation
Legitimation usually refers to the rationalization or justification practices of an

institution, asserting the rightness or legitimacy of the institution’s actions. Legitimation,
as a discursive strategy, is one of the essential ways in which ideologies function through
discourse (van Dijk, 1998; Breeze, 2012). Despite this, van Dijk (1998) argues that
legitimation has been under-investigated in the field of discourse studies when compared
to the domains of philosophy, law, and social and political science. van Dijk defines
legitimation as:
Related to the speech act of defending oneself, in that one of its appropriateness
conditions is often that the speaker is providing good reasons, grounds or
acceptable motivation for past or present actions that has been or could be
criticized by others. However, … theoretically, legitimation is not an illocutionary
act at all, but (like argumentation or storytelling) a more broadly defined
communicative act that … may be a complex, ongoing discursive practice
involving a set of interrelated discourses. (p. 255)
This discursive strategy is thus ideological in nature—institutions employ legitimation to
persuade, manipulate and convince audiences in order to enjoy enough social acceptance
to operate and pursue activities freely (Breeze, 2012). The audiences are most often the
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public, but could also include governments and regulators.
Legitimation, as described, is not a neatly defined speech act, but rather a broad
and complex communicative practice. Corporations may choose to employ discursive
legitimation practices to build social acceptance, but the ways in which they achieve this
vary greatly. The next section will investigate some of the ways in which corporations
choose to discursively legitimate themselves.
3.3

Corporate social responsibility as discursive legitimation

As the ways in which corporations communicate both internally and externally are
extremely varied, examples of discursive legitimation could be found in a number of
places. One way to investigate the discursive legitimation of corporations is by looking
closer at the theory of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Through new corporate
genres such as CSR reports, fossil fuel corporations are increasingly employing this
discursive strategy to voice their voluntary alignment with better social and
environmental practices and mitigate risks associated with CSR-related issues (Ziek,
2009). There is a large body of work on the topic of CSR, much of it situated in business
and organizational communication scholarship. While all of the literature related to CSR
provides a theoretical foundation for this thesis, this section focuses primarily on CSR
work that is oriented more towards discourse, and that which takes a more critical
perspective. This section intends to illustrate how CSR can be tied to discursive
legitimation, and as I argue here, can indeed be seen as a specific practice of it.
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3.3.1
3.3.1.1

CSR and the environment
Defining CSR

Reflecting a broader change in how we view organizational responsibility, the theory of
CSR has received significant attention in the study of organizational and corporate
discourse over the past decade (Ghobadian, Money & Hillebrand, 2015). At the center of
many social and environmental debates, the fossil fuel sector is critical for studying
corporate environmental and social responsibility (Livesey, 2001). CSR has at its core the
notion that all organizations should be, and are, bound by duties to their stakeholders, that
is, all those groups and individuals that are affected by their activities (Lichinsky, 2015.
Increasingly, the environment is being viewed as a key stakeholder in an organization’s
network of relationships (Weber & Marley, 2012). Through CSR practices, corporations
can demonstrate that they are “doing the right thing”, and that they are acting to consider,
and potentially even protect, the environment.
3.3.1.2

CSR and oil corporations

Oil corporations, over the past few decades, have increasingly been subject to a shift in
how the public views their inherent responsibilities. In response, the oil and gas industry
has been a champion of CSR in recent decades (Frynas, 2009). This is in part due to
highly visible events such as oil spills and conflicts with environmental groups and
indigenous people, but certainly within the Canadian context, the potential for negative
environmental impact also plays a significant role. Livesey (2002) remarks that the oil
industry is particularly vulnerable to negative public opinion, and has been periodically
threatened by perceptions of monopolism, greed and insensitivity to the natural
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environment. The public is seemingly demanding that fossil fuel corporations take better
care of the environment in their operations. Thus, CSR practices related to corporate
environmental reporting (CER) could be seen as responding to this shift, and an example
of the industry’s discursive legitimation efforts to appease public opinion and generate
positive affect regarding their organization and its activities. Increasingly, CSR practices
are becoming a norm in corporate discourse; it would be unusual for large corporations,
especially oil, to not engage in CSR reporting to one degree or another. Important for the
context of this study, disclosure of CSR behaviours, as well as more specific examples of
CER, can be found in many instances of corporate discourse, including annual reports,
letters to shareholders, environmental or sustainability reports, nonfinancial reports,
organizational codes, and on corporate websites.
3.3.1.3

Oil corporations’ discursive CSR practices

Most, if not all, oil companies engage in discursive CSR reporting through the issuing of
(often extensive) environmental reports (Frynas, 2009). Oil and gas corporations disclose
these reports more extensively than other sectors, and a majority use third-party
verification of their environmental reports (Kolk, Walhain & van de Wateringen, 2001;
Kolk, 2008; Frynas, 2009). The increase in frequency of this style of reporting has
resulted in the emergence of CER as a field of study in and of itself (Cerin, 2002). While
CER will not be a primary focus of this study, it is my intention to highlight the
environmental-leanings of CSR reporting, and to note that it is already established that
environmental references are central to CSR.
Reports are not the only site of CSR reporting however. Coupland (2005), in his
study of CSR reporting on oil company websites, finds that web pages are a fruitful
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source of CSR behaviours, and constitute different “virtuous circles” of legitimation.
Indeed, with the increase in popularity of the internet for retrieving information about
corporations, Guimarães-Costa and Pina e Cunha (2008) argue that organizational
websites represent a crucial development in the landscape of organizational discourse,
and are the best medium for companies to convey socially responsible information.
However, as studies of web-based CSR reporting, especially of oil and gas
corporations, are far and few between, Coupland (2005) notes that more work in this area
would lead to a broader understanding of how corporations construct themselves, and
their activities, as socially responsible and legitimate. In my own investigation, I will be
particularly interested in looking at how the gatewayfacts website may employ CSR
related discursive practices to demonstrate Enbridge’s adherence to socially and
environmentally responsible activities. I intend to demonstrate how CSR reporting,
presented in dynamic discursive settings such as websites, can be an excellent window
into how corporations choose to discursively legitimate themselves and their activities.
The next section will illustrate how corporations may choose to legitimate themselves
through overviewing existing research in this domain.
3.4

Examples of legitimation in corporate discourse

While it is generally well-known and accepted that legitimation is crucially important to
corporations in general, and fossil fuel corporations in particular, there have been
relatively few studies investigating the particular legitimatory practices of these types of
organizations. Studying these instances of legitimation are particularly interesting, as oil,
gas, coal, and other fossil fuel related actors are often in positions of crisis (Breeze,
2012), or negative public opinion (Livesey, 2001), and can richly illustrate the role that
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corporate discourse plays in constructing and maintaining organizational legitimacy and
stability (Livesey, 2002). This section will overview some of the most prominent studies
investigating oil corporations’ discourse and their legitimation strategies.
3.4.1
3.4.1.1

Legitimation strategies of oil corporations
Eco-identities and the socially constructed nature of the environment

In her work on corporate eco-identities, Livesey (2001) conducted a social constructionist
investigation of the ‘discursive struggle’ between Royal Dutch/Shell Group (referred to
hereafter as Shell) and its critics in the conflict and controversy surrounding its plans for
an oceanic disposal of the Brent Spar (an immense oil storage and landing platform) and
inaction against the Nigerian government’s execution of nine environmentalists.
Particularly relevant for this thesis and its use of CDA, a social constructionist approach
to research sees language as constitutive of a particular view of reality. This relationship
between language and reality is recursive, such that language shapes reality, and reality
also shapes language (Livesey, 2001). Livesey (2001) conducts a discourse analysis,
following Fairclough (1992), of the “language games” that played out between Shell and
its critics. By “language games” she means the discursive back-and-forth occurring
between Shell and its critics. These “games” are texts issued by Shell in wake of the
controversial events, such as an annual social report, and texts correspondingly issued by
groups critical of Shell, such as articles or commentary from groups such as Greenpeace.
In focusing on texts that reference and oppose each other, she emphasizes the socially
contested nature of discourse touching on the environment and economic development
and highlights its role in shaping oil corporation’s eco-identities. Essentially, she points
to the critical idea that our understanding of the ‘environment’ as a concept is born of the
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social discourses we use to talk about it. The environment is not a static, mutually agreed
upon term, but rather is fought over by different groups. Our perception of the ‘natural’
and the ‘environment’ is socially constructed, and socially contested.
The discursive conflict between Shell and its critics served to move the
corporation from the long-favoured discourse of economic development to a more
cautious adoption of a discourse of sustainable development. The latter attempts to
balance interests of economic development with environmental well-being. Though
Livesey does not tie this to CSR, it is arguably an early example of CSR reporting and
legitimation. Reeling from severe criticism, Shell chose to discursively mitigate negative
public opinion by presenting their activities, and their organization generally, as socially
and environmentally responsible.
Important for this thesis, the emergence of corporate eco-identities and the variety
of discourses associated with them is an important means of understanding the dynamic
power of “corporate rhetor” (Livesey, 2001) on our interpretation and perception of
environmental issues and corporate social responsiveness. Livesey highlights that the
topic, at that time, “[had] received virtually no attention” (p. 82), despite offering
“dramatic and salient examples of, and new perspectives on, issues of boundary blurring
that are of interest in the literature on corporate identity” (p. 83). A powerful call for an
increased focus on corporate discourse in the realm of environmental issues and crises,
Livesey’s work also points to the significance of certain discursive forms – notably
websites. She points out that technological advancements and innovations present on the
web have introduced a new kind of “argumentative interaction” (Hajer, 1997, p. 54 as
cited in Livesey, 2001). Livesey’s work on eco-identities is a crucial theoretical
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foundation for my work on oil corporations. Her productive use of discourse analysis and
Fairclough’s method illustrates the effectiveness of such an approach, and her comments
on the opposition of discourses of economic development and environmental well-being
are highly salient to this project. However, Livesey does not focus on the relevance of
legitimacy theory. I intend to continue in her footsteps, but rather than focusing on
corporate identities, I hope to illustrate corporations’ discursive legitimation practices.
3.4.1.2

Discourses of legitimation

3.4.1.2.1

Economic development

As is beginning to become clear, corporate discourse plays a powerful role in influencing
public understanding of and actions towards environmental issues. These environmental
issues might be specific crises, such as oil spills, or more global issues, such as climate
change. Often, texts constitute a legitimation of the corporate status-quo and facilitate
future action on their part through promoting narrow and specific “corporate
understandings of the natural environment” (Livesey, 2002, p. 118). As I have noted in
my discussion of legitimacy theory and CSR, oil corporations are in a position where
they need to legitimate themselves and their actions. They achieve this through a variety
of strategies, one of which is employing a discourse of ‘economic development’.
Livesey (2002) notes that the oil corporations often rely on “utilitarian discourses
of economic rationalism” (p. 140). This type of discourse touts the importance of ‘the
market’ and insists that it produces rational decisions for the social good. This type of
economic discourse legitimates ‘the market’, while also de-legitimizing
environmentalism, governmental action, and climate science. This can be argued to be an
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example of neoliberal ideology, a theory of political economic practices that sees human
well-being as best served by an institutional framework that prioritizes free markets, free
trade and private property rights (Harvey, 2005). Neoliberalism is an important theme in
the study of fossil fuel interests and economic discourse, notably in discussion of the
emergence of ‘petro-states’ and the dangers of climate change (Karl, 1997; Chen &
Gunster, 2016).
Breeze (2013), also highlights the reliance on economic discourses infused with
the “ideologies of late capitalism” (p. 16), though she applies a narrower focus, and labels
it financial solidity/solvency. This type of discourse is a specific order of legitimation,
one described as ‘pragmatic legitimation’ (Suchman, 1995) as it speaks to a reader’s selfinterest. Whether that be speaking to shareholders’ concerns about profitability or an
individual’s interest in finding employment, oil corporations frequently rely on this
pragmatic legitimacy of economic discourse to build social acceptance of their actions.
An interesting way in which oil corporations choose to employ discourses of
economic development is through the use of numbers and statistics. Cmeciu (2014),
borrowing the term from van Dijk (1998), explains this as the ‘number game’ category of
argumentation. Using ‘facts’, instead of opinion, this type of argument appears objective
and assumes expert status. van Dijk (1998) also notes that a use of numbers suggests
scientific credibility. The numbers used by oil corporations frequently reference
profitability, as would be expected, but also are used to quantify oil corporations’ social
investments. This might be stating the dollars committed to clean-up efforts after a spill,
or the amount invested in community developments. This is notable, as this blending of
financial and social ‘profits’ points again to a widespread leaning towards CSR reporting.
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3.4.1.2.2

Industrial leadership – a new strategy

This reliance on a discourse of ‘economic development’ is not new, as discussions
relating to fossil fuels, the economy, and employment have circled carbon industries
since their nascency. However, Schlichting (2013) has demonstrated that this discourse is
now encompassed in a wider shift in the strategic framing of industry actors, including oil
and gas corporations. Working specifically on the issues of climate change, she identifies
three distinct and consecutive ‘phases’, each with its own master frame. These phases
evolve from ‘scientific uncertainty’, to ‘socioeconomic consequences’, to finally, the
current dominant frame of ‘industrial leadership’. Schlichting, like Livesey, argues that
this discursive reality illustrates how “industry actors attempt to influence how the
society perceives the issue and how the political authorities respond to it” (p. 494). This
work is particularly important, as it shows how focusing on legitimation strategies can
highlight a pattern in the way the fossil fuel industry chooses to interpret environmental
issues. As it is established that corporate understandings of the environment play a
powerful role in shaping public understandings of the environment, this highlights how a
discursive approach to investigating corporations is immensely valuable.
The ‘industrial leadership’ frame is the dominant frame across all industry sectors
in all world regions. It is typically found in CSR reports and is marked by several distinct
discursive strategies: the depiction of voluntary action as a powerful asset in response to
environmental crisis, a portrayal of industry actors as drivers of ecological modernisation,
an acceptance of responsibility for industry’s role in environmental issues, and a
depiction of technological innovations as the most powerful tools to combat
environmental problems.
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It is interesting to note that in reading different analyses of oil corporations’
legitimation strategies, the ‘industrial leadership’ frame is often alluded to, but not fully
acknowledged. For example, Breeze (2012) in her work, notes that oil corporations
acknowledge responsibility for their role in the spill but then move on to describe
themselves as “world benefactor[s]” (p. 13). She points to a blending of discourses of
profitability and responsibility.
Another way in which the ‘industrial leadership’ frame makes an appearance is
through the use of a “role model authority” (Cmeciu, 2014, p. 58). This discursive
strategy relies on the use of superlatives and analogies to reinforce a corporation’s
position as a leader among their competitors. Often, corporations will also highlight the
‘challenges’ they face, and position themselves either as survivors or leaders responding
to those challenges. As I will show later in this thesis, this last point is quite important for
this study, as the references to ‘challenges’ are an important aspect of the gatewayfacts
website.
Most importantly for the ‘industrial leadership’ frame, however, is the depiction
of technological innovation as the most powerful way to respond to environmental issues.
Oil corporations can employ the “promise of technology” to background the degree to
which they must change their actions and development projects. The onus of change is
put on the future, as these corporations seek to convince audiences that technological
innovations will ultimately be the answer to problems such as climate change. Note that
this is a subtle shift that directs attention away from current practices to potential or
future practices. This reliance on technology also ties into a final discursive strategy I
wish to discuss, the use of scientific and technical language.
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3.4.1.2.3

Scientific and technical language

Lemke (1995) argues that technical discourse can be problematic, as it “minimizes the
use of the interpersonal, exchange and dialogical resources of language because it claims
to be a value-neutral, objective reportage of the facts” (p. 50). Looking at discourse from
a social constructionist perspective, there are no ‘value-neutral’ nor ‘objective’ facts, but
rather all discourse is socially constructed, including that we term factual.
Oil corporations frequently rely on scientific and technical discourse to legitimate
themselves and their activities. Breeze (2013) points out that oil companies consistently
rely on a range of scientific and technical terminology to describe their extractivist
operations. She argues that this terminology is likely inaccessible to many readers, and
connotates complexity, objectivity and expertise to assume an authoritative voice. Using
convoluted, technical language helps oil corporations to portray themselves as
authoritative experts. This may offer them a sense of credibility, and build trust towards
other claims such as their financial solvency, environmental protection, and social
conscience.
Cmeciu (2014) notes that oil corporations frequently use superlative adjectives
and positive terms to legitimate their activities within a discourse of scientific expertise.
Similar to the previous discursive strategy of ‘industrial leadership’, this often
foregrounds the exceptional status of different employees, operating procedures, safety
precautions, etc. Interestingly, according to Cmeciu (2014), oil corporations also employ
a discourse of scientific expertise when discussing regulators. This is seen in cases such
as oil spill crisis, where oil corporations will background their own
knowledge/responsibility/role, and instead bow to the ‘expertise’ of the regulators. This is
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a strategy that minimizes the blame placed on the oil corporation’s responsibility in such
an event, and instead makes it seem as though weak regulations are to blame. It is notable
that this last strategy seems opposed to the ‘industrial leadership’ frame. Oil corporations
seem to be both lauding themselves as ahead of the industry, voluntarily going beyond
existing standards, while simultaneously claiming they are subservient to regulators.
3.4.2

Summary

The literature presented here illustrates how oil corporations discursively legitimate
themselves through using different strategies and adopting different discourses. It has
been well established that oil corporations are faced with a critical need to legitimate
themselves and their activities. The way in which they choose to do this is important, as it
projects particular “corporate understandings” of environmental issues. As scholars have
shown, a discursive approach to the study of corporate discourse and corporate
legitimation can help foster an understanding of the ways in which our socially
constructed ideas of the ‘environment’ are influenced by powerful actors. Certain texts,
such as annual reports and letters to shareholders, have been the focus of very interesting
work, and scholars have shown that these texts often are good examples of CSR reporting
and discursive legitimation practices. However, there has also been a call for studying
investigating online discourse, such as corporate websites, as they are a critical
development in corporate discourse and are increasingly the place of choice for
corporations to disclose information about their social and environmental practices.
This provides a theoretical underpinning for this thesis, which focuses on the
gatewayfacts website to investigate how, in the context of a particularly controversial
project, Enbridge chooses to legitimate itself and its actions. As will be discussed in
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greater detail when presenting and discussing my findings, I intend to illustrate how
economic discourses, as well as discourses of leadership and scientific terminology are
all employed to legitimate the corporation and the project.
My literature review has illustrated the value of discourse analysis to the study of
corporate legitimation. The following sections will outline my framework of critical
discourse analysis. I have adopted a framework based on the foundational work of
Norman Fairclough (1989, 2001), and follow the critically and socially oriented
perspective of his work.
3.5

Critical discourse analysis
CDA is a particular approach within the larger field of Discourse Analysis (DA),

that takes on a critical approach to the study of language and texts (Hodge & Kress, 1979;
Fairclough & Wodak, 1997; Fowler & Kress, 1979; Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999; van
Dijk, 1985). CDA has grown out of the field of Critical Linguistics (CL), a critical
approach to the study of language that began in the 1970’s (Blommaert & Bulcaen, 2000;
Wodak, 2011). CL, developed largely by a collection of linguists at the University of East
Anglia in the United Kingdom, was based in Michael Halliday’s metafunctional grammar
and Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). Following Halliday, CL relies on the
theoretical premise that language and society are inseparable (Halliday, 2003). Fowler
and Kress (1979), two pioneers in the field of CL, describe their reasoning behind the
need for a more critical, and integrated, approach to the study of language and society:
There is a problem for us in discussing established sociolinguistics, which is that
the concepts ‘language’ and ‘society’ are divided by the sociolinguists, so that one
is forced to talk of ‘links between the two’, whereas for us language is an integral
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part of social process. … Sociolinguistics speaks only of the influence of social
structure on (the use of) language. Our analyses suggest that the influence works
in the other direction as well. (pp. 189-190)
CL asserts the notion that there are inextricable mutually constitutive connections
between language and society, and follows Halliday’s view of language as a “social act”
(Halliday, 1993).
Following the appearance of CL, CDA emerged as the field evolved, developed
and broadened. CDA is now the more frequently used term of the two, and was largely
popularized by Norman Fairclough (1989;1992). Fairclough’s 1989 work Language and
Power, is often cited as the publication that served as the starting point for CDA. In this
first foray in CDA, Fairclough undertook a thoroughly critical and politicized discussion
and analysis of powerful discourses. As Blommaert and Bulcaen (2000) describe,
Fairclough “offered the synthesis of linguistic method, objects of analysis, and political
commitment that has become the trademark of CDA” (p. 454). In his later works,
Fairclough (1995a) raised some concern with the early work of CL, commenting on the
lack of consideration of the role of audiences, and the absence of intertextual analyses.
These comments, among others, reflect the “shifts of focus and developments of theory”
(Fairclough, 1995a, p. 28) that have resulted in CDA maintaining a long-standing
relationship with CL, but emerging as a distinct approach to the critical study of complex
social issues.
van Dijk (1986) describes the aims and goals of CDA as aligned with those of
critical science more broadly:
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Beyond description or superficial application, critical science in each domain asks
further questions, such as those of responsibility, interests, and ideology. Instead
of focusing on purely academic or theoretical problems, it starts from prevailing
social problems, and thereby chooses the perspective of those who suffer most,
and critically analyses those in power, those who are responsible, and those who
have the means and the opportunity to solve such problems. (pp. 4)
CDA, from its critical orientation, is thus fundamentally interested in analyzing and
making transparent relationships and connections between discursive practices, social
practices and social structures (Fairclough, 1993). These relationships are typically
analyzed through the medium of written and spoken texts, and are most often
representative of “social inequality as it is expressed, signaled, constituted, legitimized
and so on” (Wodak, 2001a, p. 2). However, CDA again distances itself from other forms
of DA in that texts are not the sole objects of inquiry. As Wodak (2001a) describes:
A fully ‘critical’ account of discourse would thus require a theorization and
description of both the social processes and structures which give rise to the
production of a text, and of the social structures and processes within which
individuals or groups as social historical subjects, create meanings in their
interaction with texts. (pp. 2-3)
Following Wodak, the study presented in this thesis has sought to provide a social,
historical and contextual background to the text under analysis. It is important to situate
the gatewayfacts website within the social structures that it is shaped by, and is shaping. I
have introduced these structures and the context in the chapter that precedes this one.
However, to be able to thoroughly and effectively analyze these social processes and
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structures, alongside the linguistic properties of texts, I will draw on CDA’s use of a
variety of complex social theories and constructs. Thus far in this section, I have provided
a brief historical and theoretical discussion of CDA as a holistic research programme.
This provides some background to the upcoming section, where I will explain the
approach that I have used in this thesis and will overview several key concepts such as
‘social practice’, ‘power’, and ‘ideology’. This is to clarify the understanding of these
concepts from a CDA perspective, and indicate how they will be used in this study.
3.5.1
3.5.1.1

Key concepts in CDA
Discourse

Discourse is a term that can reflect profoundly different understandings of the
relationship between language, ideology and society (Pennycook, 1994). Discourse can
be used as narrowly as to mean language use beyond the sentence level (Brown, 1980), or
as broadly as to take a view of the exchange of all individual and collective knowledge
throughout all time (Jäger, 2001). Gee (1990) distinguishes between capital ‘D’
Discourse, and small ‘d’ discourse. The first denotes groups of distinctive identities,
beliefs, values, and activities, where language and other forms of social interaction are
shaped by specific conventions and norms. For Gee, Discourse denotes an expression of
identity and meaning that extends across time and through different iterations of
language: “ways of recognizing and getting recognized as certain sorts of whos doing
certain sorts of whats” (Gee, 2012, p. 3, emphasis in original). In contrast, Gee (2012)
describes small ‘d’ discourse as referring more restrictively to “any stretch of language in
use” (p. 1).
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CDA thus conceptualizes discourse in a very specific way, as a complex process
that is inextricably and reflexively linked to the social context in which it is created and
used. For example, Machin and van Leeuwen (2007) describe discourses as “socially
constructed knowledges of (some aspect of) reality” (p. 59). Chouliaraki and Fairclough
(1999) refer to discourses as “semiotic elements of social practices” (p. 38). Wodak
(2002) explains that “describing discourse as social practice implies a dialectal
relationship between a particular discursive event and the situation(s), institution(s) and
social structure(s) which frame it” (p. 7-8). Thus, CDA considers discourse to be both
embedded in and constitutive of society – reflecting an important ‘social’ understanding
of language.
For this thesis, I adopt Fairclough’s (1993) dual definition of discourse. He
defines discourse as both an abstract noun, representing language use conceived as social
practice, as well as a count noun, representing different ways of signifying experience
based on particular perspectives. With this dual interpretation, I can discuss both
Enbridge’s corporate discourse – particular instances of language use – as well as various
discourses that might influence, shape and determine the former. Additionally,
Fairclough’s definition foregrounds the importance of language as social practice, a
concept which is foundational for this study, and one which I will detail next.
3.5.1.2

Language as social practice
Following Halliday’s work, CDA is driven by a foundational understanding of

discourse, and language, as inherently social. CDA practitioners see language in use,
within a particular context, as “social practice” (Wodak, 2011). This conceptualization of
language implies a relationship between a discursive event and the social situation in
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which it exists: the event is shaped by the situation, but also shapes it. As Fairclough and
Wodak (1997) describe:
Discourse is socially constitutive as well as socially conditioned – it constitutes
situations, objects of knowledge, and the social identities of and relationships
between people and groups of people. It is constitutive both in the sense that it
helps to sustain and reproduce the social status quo, and in the sense that it
contributes to transforming it. (pp. 258)
This view is related to the broader epistemology underlying social constructionism,
which holds that “meaning is not discovered, but constructed” (Crotty, 1998, p. 9). This
notion also relates to CDA’s interpretation of the term ‘critical’, as it is used in the
contemporary sense of a socially and politically informed understanding of society
(Wodak, 2011). According to Fairclough (1995b), ‘critique’, within CDA’s social
premise, is “essentially making visible the interconnectedness of things” (p. 36).
As discussed in the previous sections of this chapter outlining the existing
relevant body of literature, a social constructionist approach to corporate discourse is
immensely valuable. I follow corporate discourse analysts such as Livesey (2002) who
posit that language is not neutral in its effect but is actually ‘doing something’; it is
constructing and transforming social conditions and realities. This is also true, as I have
previously argued, in considering our interpretations and understanding of environmental
issues. In adopting a social constructionist perspective, I argue that notion such as the
‘environment’ and the ‘economy’ are not static or neutral, but rather are socially
contested and constructed through discourse. The gatewayfacts website is a discursive
event that is socially constructed. It is shaped by, and plays a role in shaping existing
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ideas about the world. The way in which that is achieved is through the textual and
multimodal choices that its producers have made.
3.5.1.3

A system of choices
Another central assumption of CDA, rooted in SFL, is that communication is

achieved through a system of choices regarding grammar and vocabulary. This
assumption is derived largely from social semiotics and the work of Halliday, and
assumes that as speakers use language, they select specific linguistic forms and processes
over others. As Fowler and Kress (1979) argue, these choices are “principled and
systematic [rather than] arbitrary or conventional”, so that “form signifies content” (p.
188). Put another way, van Dijk (2001), describes how lexical choices and meaning at a
local level are “the result of the selection made by speakers or writers in their mental
models of event or their more general, socially shared beliefs” (p. 103). Words and local
meanings thus can reflect back the mental models – opinions, attitudes and beliefs – of
speakers. In sum, language choices are ideologically driven.
3.5.1.4

Ideology
The notion of ‘ideology’ is a crucially important aspect of CDA. Thompson

(1990), describes the study of ideology as “the ways in which meaning is constructed and
conveyed by symbolic forms of various kinds” (as cited in Wodak, 2001, p. 10). van Dijk
(1998), further specifying the concept, defines ideologies as “the foundation of the social
beliefs shared by a social group … those general and abstract social beliefs, shared by a
group, that control or organize the more specific knowledge and opinions (attitudes) of a
group” (p. 49, emphasis in original). As just discussed, CDA sees the ideologies of
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speakers as reflected in their language choices. Since CDA views discourse as “doing
ideological work” (Fairclough & Wodak, 1997, p. 262), a fundamental goal of CDA is to
highlight the hidden ideologies that are entrenched in and through language use
(Pennycook, 2001). As van Dijk (n.d.) describes: “the ideologies of speakers or writers
may be ‘uncovered’ by close reading, understanding or systematic analysis” (p. 135).
However, Fairclough (1995) cautions against the assumption that ideological processes
may be uncovered through text analysis alone, and describes how in their pursuit of
ideology, critical discourse analysts must take into account how:
Ideologies cut across the boundaries of situation types and institutions, and we
need to be able to discuss how they transcend particular codes or types of
discourse …, how ideology relates to the structuring and restricting of relations
between such entities. (pp. 72)
Ideology then, for CDA, is not solely viewed as existing in lexical choices or local
meaning, but rather is present in various levels of a discursive events. This view drives a
study of texts and language use, but also the social contexts in which they occur;
“ideologies are also being expressed and reproduced by social and semiotic practices
other than those of text and talk” (van Dijk, 1998, p. 191, emphasis in orginial). This
sensitivity to reducing ideology to the study of discourse relates to the importance of
studying semiosis beyond text.
This is a critically important issue, as CDA scholars argue that text analysis on its
own it is inadequate as ideological analysis. For this reason, I have chosen to adopt
Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework (which will be detailed in a following
section), which situates textual analysis within further analyses of the production and
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consumption of discourse as well as of the social and historical context. Chapter 2,
“Background on the Northern Gateway Pipeline”, has provided a thorough background to
the case of the NGP and the gatewayfacts website, and seeks to tease out the ‘other’
social and semiotic practices aside from the text itself. Additionally, as I am investigating
online discourse, it is imperative that my analysis, alongside a deeper social
understanding, take into account the dynamic and multimodal nature of such texts. To do
so, I have incorporated multimodal discourse analysis into my method. This will also be
described in greater detail further on in this chapter.
3.5.1.5

Power

The question of power is central to CDA. Foucault (1992) defines power as, “many
individual, definable and defined mechanisms which appear capable of inducing
behaviour or discourses” (as cited in Jäger, 2001, p. 61). Since discourse shapes and is
shaped by social practices, it can have an important impact on the production and
reproduction of unequal power relations. As Fairclough and Wodak (1997) state, “the
discursive event is shaped by situations, institutions and social structures, but it also
shapes them” (p. 258). Language does not merely reflect social processes, but is itself a
means of power and dominance. van Leeuwen (1993) refers to discourse as both “the
instrument of power” and the “instrument of the social construction of reality” (p. 193).
Power is not derived from language, but often contributes or is used to exercise,
challenge or alter power distributions (Wodak, 2001). CDA does not view language as
inherently powerful, but rather becomes powerful or powerless in the hands of those who
use it. This idea is central to CDA, and one of its main aims are to understand and
uncover how language functions in the exercise of power (see Wodak, 2011; van Dijk,
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2008; Fairclough, 1995). The notion of power is central to a critical understanding of
corporate organizations and will be discussed in the following section.
3.5.1.6

Power and organizations

From a critical perspective, organizations are viewed as political sites where various
forms of power and domination are active and can influence decision making and social
harms (Alvesson & Deets, 2000). Organizational discourse has long been a focus of CDA
research, and many researchers have attempted to understand and interpret the ways in
which organizations “control the way we live and influence the way we think” (Bloor &
Bloor, 2007, p. 5). Critical approaches to organizational research view organizations as
having important control in shaping experiences and understandings of the world. Mayr
(2008) states that organizations “are primary sites for ‘reality construction’” (p. 3).
According to Mayr, this reality construction is centred around activities that seek to
legitimize organizations’ interests and behaviours by transforming or recontextualizing
the social reality.
According to Iedema and Wodak (1999), power in organizations is both a product
and a process through which an organization organizes activities and sets priorities.
Power in this context is (re)produced and propagated through organizational discourses
and may restrict people’s access to meaning and resources (Mayr, 2008). In this regard,
organizational power is closely linked with CDA’s stated goals. Critical approaches to
organizational research, similar to CDA, often aim to articulate how organizations
produce and employ “ideologies which legitimize and strengthen specific societal and
organisational social relations and objectives” (Alvesson & Deetz, 2000, p. 83).
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Through this lens, it is clear that the study of organizational and corporate
discourse is an extremely valuable focus for CDA. Powerful corporations shape and
construct our social reality through their ideologies. As ideologies are propagated through
discourse, and especially through discursive legitimation, studies such as the one
presented here offer a perspective onto how corporations are influencing our
understanding of specific issues. To achieve my research goals and uncover how the
gatewayfacts website represents the NGP, and to what degree it is a legitimation of the
project, I have chosen to adopt Fairclough’s approach to CDA. The next section will
overview this approach, and how it applies to this study.
3.5.2

Fairclough’s approach to CDA

There are a variety of different approaches within CDA; however, for the present study I
have chosen to rely primarily on Fairclough. I also draw on other approaches when
appropriate, as different approaches within CDA are complementary. I have elected to
follow Fairclough, as not only is his work central to CDA as a research programme, but it
is also a flexible approach that applies well to this case.
Over the past 20 years, Fairclough has developed a three-dimensional framework
for understanding and analyzing discourse. First outlined in his 1992, Discourse and
Social Change, his framework constitutes one of the most comprehensive within CDA
(Blommaert & Bulcaen, 2000; Wodak, 2011; Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999). Figure 1
illustrates this framework:
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Figure 1: Fairclough's 3-dimensional framework

The first dimension of Fairclough’s (1992) framework, i.e. the smallest box, is ‘discourse
as text’, i.e., the concrete textual and linguistic features of an instance of discourse.
Within this dimension, Fairclough refers to different ‘headings’ for text analysis:
vocabulary, grammar, cohesion, and text structure as well as the ‘force’ of utterances, the
coherence and intertextuality of texts. He posits that these headings pave the way for a
complete analysis of the production, interpretation and formal properties of a text. The
focus at this level of analysis is the text itself – for this thesis, the gatewayfacts website.
In my study, the analysis of text is of critical importance, since the content of the website,
including, text, images and design, will be key to answering my research questions.
At this first textual level of analysis, it is also important to highlight that linguistic
features such as grammar and vocabulary are not the sole elements worthy of analysis.
Since Fairclough first outlined this framework in 1992, CDA has increasingly seen an
orientation towards an appreciation of multimodality – the communication of meaning
through semiotic modes as well as through language. Multimodal discourse analysis
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(MDA), a method for precise, systematic analysis of semiotic elements has many of the
same goals as CDA – that is to investigate the power and meaning of texts. It is novel,
however, in that it investigates texts which employ several modes (such as visual, verbal
and aural). This approach is central to my study, as in analyzing a website, it would not
be a faithful representation to simply look at linguistic elements.
The internet, online media, and computers in general have unquestionably altered
the way in which we interact with semiotic modes. Websites are complex, dynamic
discursive events; screens rely much more on multiple modes such as images, animations,
video, voice, and music than do a traditional ‘pages’ (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001).
Websites and other forms of new media have been described as ‘sites of display’ (Jones,
2009), described as an interaction between the site and those using it. Websites unique
characteristics of interactivity, textuality, dynamism, and multimodality make them
perfect subjects for MDA.
The approach that will be utilized in this thesis is MDA following Kress and van
Leeuwen (1996/2006). This approach, updated and adapted for online media by
subsequent scholars, allows for a broad perspective on discourse, and can capture the
novel and interesting ways in which websites “constitute a huge repository of potential
data about contemporary ways of doing and thinking” (Pauwels, 2012, p. 247). The
specific framework, as well as the ways in which MDA has been applied in this thesis is
described in greater detail in my “Method” chapter. For the present discussion, I situate
my use of MDA within Fairclough’s framework. My use of MDA does not neatly fit into
one ‘dimension’, but rather is incorporated through all levels, including the second and
third dimensions.
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The second dimension of Fairclough’s framework is discourse practice, which
“involves processes of text production, distribution, and consumption, [with] the nature
of these processes [varying] between different types of discourse according to social
factors” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 78). Put simply, this dimension is the aspect that links texts
to situational context; it concerns discourse as it is created, distributed, manipulated and
used in society. For Fairclough, “discourse practice straddles the division between society
and culture on the one hand, and discourse, language and text on the other” (1995, p. 60).
Thus, discourse practice can be summarized as ‘how words are used’. Fairclough (1992)
provides examples of discourse practice as how a text is produced. A new story may have
multiple produces (e.g. writer, editor, sources) due to the social context in which that text
is produced. The way in which a text is consumed is also not necessarily straightforward.
A textbook versus a diary will have very different patterns of consumption – whether
they are consumed “collectively” or “individually” will depend on context.
The third dimension is discourse as social practice and references two
foundational concepts to his framework and CDA more broadly: ideology and hegemony.
Fairclough argues that “ideology is located both in the structures … which constitute the
outcome of past events and the conditions for current events, and in events themselves as
they reproduce and transform their conditioning structures” (1992, p. 89). Furthermore,
he is not of the view that all discourse is necessarily ideological, but rather that certain
discursive practices are more ideologically invested depending on how and to what
degree they contribute to maintaining or altering power relations. Fairclough (1992)
defines the concept of hegemony as:
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Hegemony is about constructing alliances, and integrating rather than simply
dominating subordinate classes, through concessions or through ideological
means, to win their consent. Hegemony is a focus of constant struggle around
points of greatest instability between classes and blocs, to construct or sustain or
fracture alliances and relations of dominance/subordination, which takes
economic, political and ideological forms. (pp. 92)
It is from the theories of ideology and hegemony that Fairclough crystallizes his approach
to change. As hegemonies and power relations shift and change over time, these
evolutions are reflected in discursive change.
Hegemony has a strong connection to legitimation, a focus of concern in this
thesis. Hegemony is manufacturing consent and social acceptance not through violence or
overt domination, but rather through discourse. Legitimation, similarly, employs
discourse to persuade, manipulate, and convince an audience of the rightness of some
behaviour to achieve enough social acceptance to operate and pursue it freely (Breeze,
2012). In this way, it can be argued that hegemony is a form of legitimation. Through
legitimatory practices, corporations are seeking not to dominate the public, but rather to
win their consent. The ties between hegemony and legitimation are a reason for the
usefulness of Fairclough’s framework for this thesis. As my research questions center
around legitimation, parsing the power relations of such discursive practices is crucial.
To summarize, Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework incorporates an
analysis of a text itself and its textual features, of the discourse practices surrounding the
text, and of the social and cultural context in which the text is situation. Chouliaraki and
Fairclough (1999) describe Fairclough’s framework (in its contemporary form) as a view
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of “what is involved in actually doing critical discourse analysis” (p. 59), and point out
that despite its complexity, it can be modified and edited down to the particular case at
hand. They posit its value is derived from its ability to “produce theoretically grounded
analyses in a wide range of cases” (p. 59). In this thesis, I situate my textual data, i.e. the
content and form of the website, in the innermost box, the third dimension of the
framework. I interpret the production and reception of the website between Enbridge and
the Canadian public in the middle box, the second dimension. Finally, the social and
historical context in which the NGP, Enbridge and the website are situated are interpreted
through the largest box, the first dimension of Fairclough’s framework.
3.5.3

Validity and limitations of CDA
CDA, within the paradigm of qualitative research, has been subject to critique and

spirited discussions of the limitations of the nature of its existence and practice. As for
most qualitative work, within CDA the researcher is the pillar from which data analysis,
collection, and interpretation builds. This inherently opens the researcher, and their
investigations, to considerations of bias, lack of scientific rigour, and interpretivism.
Toolan (1996) claims that “too often, an elaborate theoretical and interpretative
superstructure is built upon the frailest of text-linguistic foundations” (p. 93). TyrwhittDrake (1999) strongly voices his rejection of CDA, claiming its “ambivalence towards
accuracy and detail”, “its penchant for guessing at people’s attitudes and motivations”,
and “its apparent blindness to the danger that is establishing its own hegemony” (p.
1087). Flowerdew (1999) responding to Tyrwhitt-Drakes, argues that this critique largely
misses the point, as this reformulation of scientific positivism is irrelevant within CDA.
Flowerdew explains that “just as in everyday conversation utterance interpretation
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consists of a narrowing down of possible ambiguities based on context, so it is in
discourse analysis”; “where there are multiple possibilities, CDA should put forward
alternatives and argue for the most plausible one” (p. 1091). CDA does not strive for
absolute ‘fact’, nor generalizability, but rather implicature and reflexivity (Flowerdew,
1999).
In his vocal critique, Widdowson (1995) argues that CDA is “interpretation, not
analysis” and that “what is actually revealed is the particular discourse perspective of the
interpreter” (p. 169). His perspective posits that researchers within CDA are driven by
their own ideological leanings, and that their choice of texts and analyses
correspondingly support their preferred interpretations. In response to Widdowson,
Fairclough (1996) argues that his critique does not fully consider the transparency with
which researchers in CDA put forward their positions. Within all research, both
qualitative and quantitative, it is naïve to see researchers as blank, opinion-less and
objective. Researchers, while they may be insulated from their data to varying degrees
through their methods, are always ideologically driven. As Titscher, Meyer, Wodak and
Vetter (2000) argue, in other social research methods, researcher’s underlying
motivations, assumptions and ideologies are simply more implicit or not recognized,
rather than being absent or harnessed. Put another way, “neutrality itself is not the
absence of a position, but one position among others” (Flowerdew, 1999, p. 1097).
Ultimately, CDA is a qualitative research programme that does not claim high
moral, analytical, or theoretical grounds. Its findings, interpretations and conclusions are
certainly limited to a certain extent. However, “the reflexive and rigourous methods of
CDA inquiry enhance [the] researcher’s ability to generate valuable interpretations and
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explanations (Liu, 2015, p. 133). Not in search of a singular factual answer, but rather as
“students of language”, those researchers working within CDA approach texts with a
deep appreciation, curiosity and reflexive awareness of the possibilities and limitations of
their language (Flowerdew, 1999, p. 1097). However, to achieve the greatest degree of
scientific rigour, and to respond to the critiques and inherent limitations of their chosen
methodology, CDA practitioners “should try to make choices at each point in the research
itself, and should make these choices transparent” (Wodak, 2001, p. 65), and furthermore,
“research in CDA must be multitheoretical and multimethodical, critical and selfreflective” (p. 64). In response to these recommendations, my analysis draws from two
well established frameworks of textual and visual analysis (see previous sections), and
my own perspective and position as the researcher of this study will be illustrated.
3.5.4

My stance and motivation

My personal experiences, perspectives, as well as my professional and academic interests
all come together to shape my interest and motivation in the current study. Growing up
Canadian, in rural Quebec, I was raised to take nature for granted – in the sense that a
lush, endless backyard, huge maple trees and a lazy river were steps from my childhood
home, and never seemed to me to be anything that would warrant concern, protection or
even a second thought. Rather, in my teenage years, raking the endless piles of leaves,
living through the 1998 North American ice-storm, and weeding the garden for hours
seemed like chores I could not wait to be rid of. Though I didn’t know it at the time, I
was being raised in a small town where the social norm of left-leaning, environmentalist,
and communal thought ruled. After a trip to Prince Edward Island, my 9-year-old self
wrote an impassioned letter-to-the-editor to our local paper calling for better recycling
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practices. I played a starring role in our elementary school’s musical theatre entitled
“Save the Red-Redhorse Fish”, in opposition to the expansion of a local bridge. In highschool, my best friend and I giggled as we watered her father’s backyard marijuana
plants. Aside from what lay outside the door, being raised in a bilingual community also
spurred my interest in language. As a part-time minority Anglophone, I was privy to
some of the things minority language speakers experience all over the world – something
that frankly shocked me. Titled as “L’Anglaise” in a French-language high-school, and
frequently told to “go back where you came from”, I began to think there was something
a little more complicated about language than simply learning it or not.
Moving to British Columbia and the Yukon following my undergraduate degree,
my scattered interests of language and the environment came together when I found
myself in a community fighting for their natural landscape – at that time the “Protect the
Peel” movement to prevent development in the Yukon Peel Watershed. This was against
the backdrop of the huge media storm surrounding Enbridge and the Northern Gateway
Pipeline. That next summer, I began working for the British Columbia Wildfire Service.
Watching first-hand the devastation of logging practices, mono-species reforestation, the
Mountain pine beetle outbreak and larger-than-ever wildfires, I was determined to use my
graduate degree to learn more about the environmental practices within Canada.
This interest led me to Enbridge and the pipeline project, for all of the reasons I
have already stated. As a huge development project, and one that stirs Canadian opinions
– mine included – it also presented a unique discursive event in the form of their
gatewayfacts website. My interest doubled after discovering that not only was this
website a wealth of interesting information and statements on the part of the corporation,
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but the federal government was also directing the public to it for information. Formal
contact with the field of discourse studies, critical discourse analysis and multimodal
discourse analysis came through my Master’s degree, and through two inspiring courses
in CDA and environmental discourse.
I wish it to be no secret that I have chosen this topic of study out of personal and
academic interest. I would consider myself left-leaning, and certainly care deeply about
the environment and western Canada. However, I would never title myself anti-industry,
and this study was motivated simply by a desire to understand how the immense project
that is the NGP was, and still is, being discussed and negotiated in the public sphere. Due
to the small number of studies examining online corporate discourse relating to
environmental issues, I believe this study offers a contribution to the existing work on the
subject and may serve as a foundation for future research.
3.6

Conclusion

A review of the relevant body of literature has shown that oil corporations frequently rely
on reporting elements of CSR to refine their dissemination of information on
environmental and social activities. Through certain genres of corporate discourse such as
annual reports, letters to shareholders, newsletters, and importantly, websites,
corporations may employ CSR to discursively legitimate themselves and their actions.
Studies that have looked in greater detail at these genres, such as Livesey (2001, 2002),
Breeze (2012), and Cmeciu (2014), find that indeed these texts do serve as discursive
legitimations both on macro and micro levels. Legitimation is often achieved through
employing discourses of economic development, a frame of industrial leadership and
scientific and technical discourses. However, scholars note that the work on discursive
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legitimation in corporate discourse, and specifically that of oil corporations, remains
limited. Indeed, to my knowledge, there is no previous example of an investigation of oil
corporations’ online discursive legitimation, nor one which examines corporate websites
as holistic discursive entities. The case-study presented in this thesis contributes to this
important area of discursive legitimation work, as it provides a first foray into examining
an oil corporation’s project website.
The literature overviewed here also demonstrates the degree to which a discourse
analysis approach is useful to the study of corporate discourse generally, and to
legitimation in corporate discourse specifically. CDA is a critical and context-sensitive
research approach that aims to investigate and influence, unfair social and power
relationships mediated through discourse. Under a broad programme of approaches and
tools, I have chosen to adopt a combination of Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework
and multimodal discourse analysis. Responding to important considerations that textual
analysis is insufficient for ideological analysis, I believe this blending of approaches
allows for a deeper analysis of the social, historical, and political contexts of the NGP
and the gatewayfacts website as well as a faithful investigation of the fluid and
multimodal nature of online discourse.
Additionally, while Enbridge and the NGP are well covered in the news media,
case-study research on Enbridge and the NGP remains limited. Despite being an
extremely controversial and significant project in the Canadian context and the project of
a powerful and far-reaching national energy corporation, there remains little empirical
work on the topic. While the studies that are presented in Chapter 2 provide excellent
explorations of the political context, of media representations, and of community
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oppositions, there are no studies to my knowledge that investigate Enbridge’s discursive
legitimation surrounding the NGP. Thus, this case-study is among the few studies that
seeks to examine the NGP in greater detail, and is perhaps the first to offer a greater
understanding of the discursive legitimation strategies that Enbridge is employing to
shape public opinion regarding the pipeline.
Now, having discussed the scholarship from which this thesis grows, as well as my
theoretical framework, in the next chapter I will outline the specific methods I adopted
for this study.
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4
4.1

Chapter: Method
Introduction

This chapter outlines the methods of data collection and analysis used for this study. The
primary motivation for the choices I discuss were my research questions, and the research
approaches used by existing studies in the literature. My research questions are:
1. How does the “Gateway Facts” website discursively represent (i.e. construct,
construe, allude to) the Northern Gateway Pipeline project?
2. In what ways do the different discursive representations serve to frame, treat
and construct a legitimation (i.e. justification, rationalization) of the project?
As has been discussed throughout this thesis, but primarily in my “Literature Review and
Theoretical Framework” chapter, there is a solid foundation of discursive analysis within
the study of corporation and legitimation.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: first is a section detailing the selection
of my case and my sampling strategy; next, I discuss the data collection, and describe the
data – i.e. the gatewayfacts website; finally, I outline my method of analysis, including
the different rubrics adopted for textual and visual analysis, as well as the different
analytical tools I have adopted for this study.
4.2

Selection of a case study

Purposeful sampling was adopted for this thesis, as this technique allows a researcher to
select samples, or in this instance a particular case, on which they can focus in great
detail (Patton, 2002; Dornyei, 2007). According to Patton (2002), “the logic and power of
purposeful sampling lie in selecting information-rich cases for study in depth” (p. 230).
Previous work has shown purposeful sampling to be appropriate and effective for
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investigations of online material (e.g. Liu, 2015; Gee, 2005). Additionally, a smaller
sample is useful in CDA for conducting a close and in-depth analysis (Fairclough, 1992;
Wodak, 2001b; Liu, 2015).
The NGP was chosen as a particularly interesting and rich case for several
reasons. As a large-scale industrial development proposal, this pipeline project has been
the subject of enormous political and public discussion – it is a window into 21st century
Canadians’ divisive opinions over energy and environmental issues within their borders
(see Chapter 2 for an in-depth discussion). Due to the intense media scrutiny and public
engagement that has followed the project throughout its lifespan, the NGP presents an
interesting opportunity to engage with corporate online discourse that has been created,
arguably, largely due to this controversy and public interest. Since the project has been
approved by the federal government, but not yet fully accepted by the Canadian
population, the gatewayfacts website can be seen an interesting example of corporate
discourse that is neither responding to an event that has already occurred, as with oil
disasters such as the Deepwater Horizon spill, nor offering information in a standardized
format such as a report, or letter to shareholders, but rather is a novel discursive event.
This makes the gatewayfacts website somewhat contemporary in the scholarly study of
corporate discourse, as it is not what is traditionally described as a corporate website,
since it relates to a specific project, not to a corporation generally. At the same time, this
website is certainly not unique in this sense —there are increasing numbers of projectrelated corporate websites, or project/event websites – and I believe they provide a
nuanced and interesting focus for research.
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Additionally, the Enbridge gatewayfacts website was specifically chosen as it is
referenced and linked to by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency’s official
webpage. The Enbridge Northern Gateway Project Joint Review Panel’s website
indicates that “for additional information on the Enbridge Northern Gateway Project,
please visit the website of the applicant at www.gatewayfacts.ca ” (ENGPJRP, 2012).
This is a significant reference, as it offers the website the weight of the endorsement of
the federal government. Further, the reference changes what could be seen as a simple
promotional, public-relation type website into a source of government endorsed
information on the project.
Finally, the NGP is a particularly topical case within the study of environmental
discourse, as the oil and gas sector is increasingly becoming a significant concern of
public interest and scholarly study. Increasingly the focus of negative attention (see
Klein, 2014; McKibben, 2012) relating to environmental issues, the energy industry has
shifted in recent years to move towards communicating environmental concern and
investment (de Vries, Terwel, Ellemers & Daamen, 2015; Schlichting, 2013).
Correspondingly, the investigation of the oil and gas industry’s corporate discourse as
related to environmental issues has been of great interest, and has been increasingly
called for by scholars in the field.
4.3
4.3.1

Data
Data collection

Data was collected in the April of 2015, and was captured in the form of screen shots of
each of the individual pages and linked documents available through the website. This is
a somewhat disingenuous static and two-dimensional representation of the inherently
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interactive and mobile nature of online discourse, but was deemed necessary within the
constraints of this analysis (for a discussion see Bergman & Meier, 2004). Based on a
pilot study of the website in April 2015, the analysis described in this thesis started in
August of 2015, and continued over the following six months. Carried out in what
roughly approximates to three stages – textual analysis, multimodal analysis, and social
analysis –the analytical process will be described in greater detail in the following
sections.
4.3.2

The gatewayfacts website
The data for this thesis comprises the www.gatewayfacts.ca website, more

specifically, several ‘pages’ within this website relating to Enbridge’s proposed,
promised or stated remarks about the pipeline project. At the time of analysis, the website
was divided into six main sections, indicated by headings running across the top of each
page of the website: About the Project, Conditions, Environmental Responsibility,
Owning our Future, Benefits, and Engagement.
Reflecting one of the challenges in investigating online discourse, the website has
since been updated (see, for example, Figures 2 and 3): the main sections of the website
are now About, Our Focus, Aboriginal Ownership, Sustainability, Safety, Benefits,
Regulatory, and Connect. Future, Benefits, and Engagement.
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Figure 2 - Gatewayfacts retired "About the project" page

Figure 3 - Gatewayfacts updated "About the project" page
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This change was made in late spring 2016, following the bulk of the analysis for
this thesis, and so the discussion and conclusions drawn from my study will be based on
the earlier configuration of the website. It is worth mentioning that while this fluid nature
of online discourse can be challenging to a researcher reliant on static text, the discursive
shift within this website also presents a fascinating opportunity for future study.
The main headings of the website are themselves sites of action (Adami, 2014); if
hovered over with a mouse/pointer, they present a further layer of headings, what I will
term here the subheadings of the website. Thus, the hierarchy of the website is the
following:
•

About the Project

•

Overview

•

Conditions
o 5 BC Conditions
o NEB Conditions

•

Environmental Responsibility
o Land
o Marine

•

Owning our Future

•

Benefits
o Benefits to Alberta
o Benefits to BC
o Economic Benefits
o First Nations
o Jobs and Training
o Opportunities

•

Engagement
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Through interaction with either a heading or subheading, a user is taken to the
corresponding webpage, where they are presented with text, images and often hyperlinks
to further documents, or to other websites. All of the pages are very similar in design,
with a prominent image at the top of each page followed by short blocks of text and
simplistic images lower down on the page (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Gatewayfacts "Environmental responsibility: Land" page

The complete content of the gatewayfacts website, including all the subpages, and
various other relevant linked websites and documents, such as media articles or ‘fact
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sheets’, constitute the data for this thesis, and have been analysed using critical discourse
analysis and multimodal discourse analysis. Both the linguistic text, as well as visual
aspects such as photographs, icons, maps, etc., were collected, as visual information is
always inseparable from the text with which it is paired, and because visual information
is a powerful semiotic tool that can help persuade audiences (Kress & van Leeuwen,
1996; Phillips & McQuarrie, 2004). More specifically, I have employed several specific
tools under the umbrella of these methodologies, such as analyses of lexical choice,
overlexicalization, metaphors and euphemisms, page design and image composition.
These tools will be discussed in the following section.
4.4

Method of analysis

As just described, the method of analysis that I have adopted for this thesis is a
combination of analytical tools employed by CDA and MDA practitioners. This follows
with the core principles of CDA, as mirroring the lack of a single theoretical backing,
“neither is one specific methodology characteristic of research in CDA” (Wodak, 2011,
p. 50). Instead, CDA frequently employs a wide range and variety of analytical and
grammatical approaches (Wodak, 2011). Falling under the broad research paradigm of
qualitative research, CDA and MDA are often iterative, emergent, and interpretative
processes (Fairclough, 2001; Creswell, 2014; Denzin, 2004). This thesis follows this
qualitative approach, as my analysis was carried out in multiple stages over a period of 8
months but did not necessarily follow a linear progression.
As outlined in my “Literature Review and Theoretical Framework” chapter, this
thesis generally follows the work of Norman Fairclough, and employs his threedimensional framework (for greater detail on this framework, see section 3.5.2). To
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summarise, this framework includes a consideration of text, discourse practice and
sociocultural practice. In applying this framework to my analysis, I have followed Janks’
(1997) interpretation and use of Fairclough’s work. She notes that the framework is
designed so that an analyst may move between different levels of analysis as they see fit,
since the different ‘boxes’ are not separate from one another, but rather are filled in
iteratively and as is most appropriate. Practically speaking, to achieve this, I built an
extensive collection of notes, observations and impressions. I returned to this notes
throughout my analysis, but also throughout my extensive literature review, confirming,
modifying and adding to them as I went along. By using this method of analysis, I was
able to iteratively situate my findings within Fairclough’s framework. Importantly, while
this notes were recorded manually, they were guided by specific analytical tools, which
will be briefly outlined in the following sections.
4.4.1

Textual analysis
Fairclough (1989) posits that "a text's choice of wordings depends on, and helps

create, social relationships between participants" (p. 116). Lexical choices are
ideologically significant and represent an important motivation on the part of the author.
They convey meaning “in particular ways and to have particular effects” (Janks, 2005, p.
97). As illustrated throughout my review of relevant literature, lexical analysis has been
widely used to study discourse, as it is through lexical choices (but not exclusively) that
text producers make obvious their stance, representations, ideologies and discourses
(Stamou & Paraskevopolous, 2004; van Dijk, 2001). In order to maintain a systematic
approach to textual analysis, I have adapted Janks’ (2005) linguistic analysis rubric.
Based on Fairclough’s method of CDA and Halliday’s (1985) functional grammar, this
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rubric allows for analysts to examine “a range of linguistic features” which in turn
“[offer] a different window on the text” (Janks, 2005, p. 104). My coding process
followed pertinent aspects of Janks’ linguistic rubric (see Appendix A). While the rubric
is extensive, and though it is beyond the scope of this thesis to elaborate on each of the
elements, I will discuss a few in greater depth. These are some of the tools that are most
relevant to this study, and those which are important in discussing my findings.
4.4.1.1

Overlexicalization

Overlexicalization, as simplified by Janks (2005), is using “many words for the same
phenomenon” (p. 101). More than this however, it is ideologically driven in that the
repetition of words or synonyms can often have a pejorative effect. Fowler et al. (1979)
describe overlexicalization as a “pragmatic strategy of encoding ideology” (p. 21).
Machin and Mayr (2012) also argue that by giving a text a sense over-persuasion,
overlexicalization can be seen as evidence that something is problematic or of ideological
contention. They offer an example, showing how phrases such as “the unpatriotic forces
of Marxist subversion”, are excessively descriptive, and point to some anxiety on the part
of the author. Phrases such as this are notable, as they point to a preoccupation with a
particular dimension of reality (Dunmire, 2005). An abundance of particular words,
synonyms, or the like can point an analyst to sites of ideological struggle.
4.4.1.2

Metaphor

Fairclough (1995) argues that metaphors are ideological because of the way that they
conceal and shape understandings while simultaneously making it seem like they reveal
them. Metaphors are a useful linguistic resource when there is a desire to conceal
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processes, identities, and settings through replacing them with abstractions. By
highlighting one aspect of a situation, and backgrounding others, metaphors can be used
to legitimize some arguments and delegitimize others (Machin & Mayr, 2012). An
example of metaphor is a phrase such as ‘the housing market bubble has burst’.
Comparing the housing market to a bubble greatly simplifies the complex economic and
social structures involved, and implies that the ‘market’ is always fragile (Machin &
Mayr, 2012).
4.4.1.3

Euphemism

Euphemism, as a discursive strategy, is the use of avoidance and evasive language to
sidestep negative, offensive, or distasteful statements (Allan & Burridge, 1991). van Dijk
(2006) argues that like metaphors, euphemisms are used to emphasize or de-emphasize
ideological meanings. Euphemisms, essentially using only positive terms to describe an
entity or phenomenon, hide negative actions or implications. In this way they are crucial
to discursive strategies such as legitimation, as they are clearly shifting readers towards
positive interpretations. van Dijk (1992) demonstrates how euphemisms can represent a
form of denial, as through minimizing acts and backgrounding those responsible, this
discursive strategy can both dispute and conceal agency. He offers the example of racism
in the press, where racism is described as ‘the fragile nature of race relations’ and as a
‘misunderstanding and distrust between parts of the community’ (van Dijk, 1992, p. 106).
This euphemistic description of racism as ‘fragile’ and ‘misunderstood’, suggests that
there is not one party responsible for the inequality, but rather it is the burden of the
community as a whole. In this way, euphemism conceals the agents of racist behaviour
and mitigates their responsibility.
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4.4.1.4

Personification/objectification

Personification is achieved through assigning human qualities to abstractions or
inanimate objects (Machin & Mayr, 2012). Similar to euphemism, this linguistic strategy
obscures the actual agents and processes behind a reality, as it foregrounds an entity that
cannot be an agent. Machin and Mayr (2012) offer the example of phrases such as
‘democracy will not stand by’. As democracy is not an agent, through personification this
phrase ultimately conceals who is actually being referenced. De Cilla, Reisigl, and
Wodak (1999) illustrate how personification is often combined with other tropes of
metonymy and synecdoche. These discursive strategies can create a sense of ‘sameness’,
in that they take a large, often inanimate entity, and use it to essentialize and generalize
stereotypes. These authors note that this is especially true when looking at the discursive
construction of national identity, where the abstract entities of nations are frequently used
to represent groups of people. This use of personification is illustrated by phrases such as
‘Austria was not born to wage war’ (De Cilla, Reisigl, & Wodak, 1999). In this way,
personification can be used to further a particular understanding and conception of
‘identity’. Vaara (2014) also notes that personification is an important discursive strategy
of legitimation. He points out that personification is often employed to offer authority to
inanimate entities, such as ‘the market’ in economic discourses. Explicit in phrases such
as ‘the markets responded in an excited way’, Vaara argues that personification helps to
position ‘the market’ as a central authority with the power to evaluate success and failure,
and represents van Leeuwen’s (2008) notions of ‘expert’ and ‘impersonal’ authority. As
will be illustrated, legitimation, economic discourse and authority are all salient themes to
this thesis and its findings.
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4.4.1.5

Lexical cohesion and structural opposition

Halliday’s (1978, 1985) work explains that words exist as elements of a network of
meanings, such that they are not independent. Summarized by Stamou and
Paraskevopolous (2004), this notion refers to the “unifying relations established among
elements of a text that … give texture to a text, namely, the property to be a unified
whole not a total of unconnected elements” (p. 113). Important for this study, within a
network of meanings, many words exist in inherent opposition to one another, such as
good-bad, light-dark, up-down, etc. The oppositions represent clearly opposing concepts,
and when only one is used in a text, it often implies a difference from its opposite. Thus,
when we discuss the behaviour of a ‘good’ person, we can assume that a ‘bad’ person
would likely act in a completely opposite manner. Structural oppositions are not always
as obvious as this, and often are achieved through using clusters of concepts. This
essentially means that two different sets of terms are used to describe two entities. An
example would be to discuss a sporting, ambitious, and handsome man versus a slipshod,
slow and clumsy opponent. While there is no overt discussion of who is ‘good’ and who
is ‘bad’, it is clear how the participants should be evaluated.
4.4.2

Multimodal analysis

As mentioned, in addition to text, visual information from the website was also collected
and analyzed. My analysis follows the work of Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), and
agrees with their view of “[seeing] images of whatever kind as entirely within the realm
of the realizations and instantiations of ideology, as means – always – for the articulation
of ideological positions” (p. 14). Images obviously constitute an incredibly important
aspect of webpages, and certainly contribute to shaping the ideological slant of the
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website under investigation. Bergman and Meier (2004) posit that webpages should be
understood as their own communicative genre:
Such pages normally consist of a wide variety of elements: formatted text,
graphics, coloured background, animated illustrations, embedded video-clips and
possibly background music merge here into a hybrid with different interpretation
requirements than a text that is script-based or has linear construction. (pp. 244)
The framework presented by Kress and van Leeuwen offers a methodical and precise
means by which to examine visual data in conjunction with text. However, as their
framework applies to a wide scope of multimodal discourse, in order to further focus my
analysis, I have adopted Liu’s (2015) rubric for visual analysis, constituting a
condensation of Kress and van Leeuwen’s work as applied to online discourse (see
Appendix A). As with the earlier section of this chapter on textual analysis, I will now
briefly discuss some of the most relevant tools from this framework.
4.4.2.1

Composition

Composition is essentially the layout of text, images and other elements on a page. For
analysis, composition is usually considered in terms of whether the elements appear on
the left/right, top/bottom/center/margin, etc. Kress and van Leeuwen (1996/2006) posit
that in Western cultures, the ‘left’ often represents information that is ‘given’ (known),
while the ‘right’ often represents information that is ‘new’. It is also associated with
notions of the past and present: past is presented on the left, while the right presents the
present or future. The ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ positions in compositions are associated with
the ‘ideal’ and ‘real’, respectively (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996/2006). For a visual
representation, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Kress and van Leeuwen's composition grid

4.4.2.2

Text-image relations

van Leeuwen (2005) has developed a framework to cross-analyze visual and textual
elements of a text (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: van Leeuwen's image-text relation chart

This framework highlights two types of relationships between text and images:
elaboration and extension. The first is where an element repeats or restates information
for the purposes of clarifying. The second is where an element adds new information that
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is linked to existing information. van Leeuwen (2005) offers several further distinctions
of these relationships.
4.4.2.3

Framing

van Leeuwen (2005) discusses framing as how a text is divided into different sections. He
notes six different types of framing: segregation, separation, integration, overlap, rhyme
and contrast. Segregation is dividing an image into different sections through the use of
clear boundaries or borders. van Leeuwen notes that segregation often creates a divide
between fantasy and reality. Separation is division through the use of spacing and the use
of distance. Integration is where a text and an image occur together in the same space.
Overlap is when text and image occur in one another’s spaces. Rhyme is when elements
share similar qualities, such as colour, shape, pattern, typeface, etc. Contrast is the
opposite – that is where elements have opposing qualities.
4.4.3

Sociocultural analysis

Finally, relying on Fairclough’s (2001) theoretical perspective of the societal dimension
of inquiry, I have chosen to round out the analysis presented in this thesis with a broad
discussion of the larger cultural, historical, and social discourses into which this website
is embedded. By moving from the textual and visual micro-level to this more explanative
macro-level, this analysis aims to achieve CDA’s overarching goal of raising awareness
of social constructions: “making visible the interconnectedness of things” (Fairclough,
1995, p. 747). This also follows with Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2001) recommendation
that contemporary multimodal analysis should be situated within a broader analysis and
discussion of discourse, design, production, and consumption.
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There are no set ways or tools by which to achieve a sociocultural analysis, and I
have chosen to investigate the cultural, historical, and social through reading literature
rooted in a number of different fields and theoretical perspectives, including Business
Communication, Environmental Communication, Critical Discourse Analysis, Critical
Theory, Political Theory, Media Studies, Organisational Studies, Eco-linguistics and
Geography. This literature discussed, and both lauded and critiqued, corporate discourse
and environmental communication. The literature helped me to understand the notions of
corporate discourse, corporate social responsibility and legitimation, as well as the wider
discourses and ideologies associated with the case of the NGP and the gatewayfacts
website.
4.5

Conclusion

The function of this chapter was two-fold: to present and contextualize the data I have
analyzed for this thesis and to explain the analytical tools I adopted for my analysis. I
have also explained my reasoning for selecting the case of the NGP and the gatewayfacts
website, and mentioned some of the challenges that have come with the selection of an
online text. The next chapter will overview the findings from my analysis.
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5
5.1

Chapter: Findings
Introduction

The goal of this study is to investigate and come to understand how the gatewayfacts
website employs language, both textual and visual, to discursively represent and
construct a legitimation of the Enbridge NGP project. The purpose of this chapter is to
provide a detailed analysis of the way in which this website uses text and visual design to
present the NGP project in a positive light. This chapter outlines the textual, multimodal,
and social analyses that I conducted on the gatewayfacts website.
The findings presented here focus on emergent themes (Given, 2008) derived
from the data. Previous research in the areas of CSR, legitimation theory, as well as
environmental communication and corporate discourse all inform this analysis (see the
“Literature Review” chapter). This chapter is organized around the presentation of four
themes:
1. Economic development
2. Scientific and technical expertise
3. Environmental stewardship
4. Industry leadership
5.2

Review of analytic approach

Following CDA, the approach used in my study relies on Fairclough’s (1992) threedimensional framework as well as Kress and van Leeuwen’s (1996/2006) multimodal
discourse analysis. For textual data, my analysis focuses on aspects such as descriptors
(e.g. word choice, sentence structure), use of metaphor, overlexicalization, use of
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personalisation, and lexical cohesion. For more detail, see Appendix A. The goal of
textual analysis, according to Fairclough (1995), is to analyse both the content and form
of texts. This necessarily involves consideration of linguistic elements (vocabulary,
grammar, etc.) alongside visual elements (images, page composition, etc.). The
multimodal and social analyses will be outlined alongside the textual analysis to provide
depth and context to my findings. For the multimodal analysis, I have followed work of
Kress and van Leeuwen (1996/2006) and Liu (2015), focusing on aspects such as
composition, colour, font, spatial relationship, participants, symbolic attributes and
sequencing of information. For more detail, see Appendix B. The social analysis,
following Fairclough (2001), is a discussion of the broader cultural, historical and social
discourses into which the gatewayfacts website is embedded. I have elected to integrate
the social analysis into this chapter by providing a discussion and ‘editorializing’ of the
emergent themes found in the data. The social analysis will also be elaborated upon in the
following chapter, Chapter 6, which provides a broader discussion and summary of my
findings.
5.3

Emergent themes

5.3.1
5.3.1.1

Economic development
An economic ‘public good’

The gatewayfacts website devotes enormous attention to the potential economic benefits
of the NGP project, including employment (namely job creation), government revenue,
foreign investment, as well as community revenue (First Nations communities are
highlighted here). Highlighting and lauding economic benefits and development tied to
natural resource extraction has become a common discursive strategy used by the fossil
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fuel industry and their proponents (see Chen & Gunster, 2016; Davidson & Gismondi,
2011; Gunster & Saurette, 2014). Through the use of lexical choices, overlexicalization,
modality, and other discursive strategies, the gatewayfacts website presents oil as an
essential Canadian good, and the pipeline project as a universal benefit to Canadians. For
example, the “About” page proclaims:
“Canada’s most valuable resource is crude oil.”
The “Benefits” page asserts that:
“The Northern Gateway Pipeline will bring significant and long-lasting economic
and social benefits to Albertans, British Columbians and all Canadians.”
This claim portrays both oil and the NGP as a Canadian “public good” (Gunster &
Saurette, 2014), reinforcing the assertion that this project, coupled with the oil industry, is
part of the economic engine of Canada that distributes benefits and wealth to all
Canadians. This discursive strategy appears within discourses of economic development
used elsewhere by proponents of the oil industry. Gunster and Saurette (2014) found that
in the Canadian news media, “[oil] benefits were consistently described as flowing to all
Canadians, positioning oil sands development as an unequivocal public good” (p. 344).
However, despite this representation, there is a significant asymmetry between revenues
derived from oil sands activity and royalties imposed by the Alberta and Canadian
governments. The Parkland Institute, a progressive think-tank based at the University of
Alberta posits that:
Since 1986, more than $285 billion worth of bitumen and synthetic crude oil have
been produced from the tar sands. From these resources the oil companies have
netted approximately $260 billion dollars in pre-tax profits, while the public has
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received less than $25 billion in return… . That means roughly 6% of the total
value extracted from the tar sands has gone to the public through royalties and
land sales. (Campanella, 2012, pp. 7)
Unsurprisingly, the distribution of revenues is not addressed on the gatewayfacts website,
despite the reliance on touting future economic prosperity and seemingly huge tax
revenues that will result from the project. This leads to a situation where it is difficult for
the average reader to interpret numbers such as “gains of over $80 billion”. Without
information on how the Canadian provincial and federal governments will profit
compared to the corporations involved, it seems hard to interpret whether this project is
truly a ‘public good’. However, this representation is pervasive throughout the majority
of the economic development theme.
There is also a particular emphasis on the need to ‘diversify’ and bring Canadian
oil to foreign – namely Asian – markets. The website stresses the potential and
importance of this economic diversification on several occasions, such as on the “About”
and “Benefits” pages:
“The $6.5 billion Northern Gateway Pipeline will provide access to new markets
in the Pacific Rim.”
“Diversifying export markets for our most valuable resource is imperative to
ensure the strength of our social programs.”
Canada’s former Prime Minister, Stephen Harper, has repeatedly echoed this imperative
for diversification and expansion of Canadian oil markets:
We must diversify our energy export markets … We have taken a significant
price hit by virtue of the facts that we are a captive supplier and that just does not
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make sense in terms of the broader interests of the Canadian economy. (cited in
Weese, 2012)
The economic growth we expect to have here in the future is going to be based on
commerce with the Asia-Pacific region and we think it’s important that we
continue to diversify our exports through [British Columbia]. (cited in Fekete,
2012)
This ‘diversification’ and implied economic expansion are thus tied not only to the lives
of Albertans and British Columbians, but to all Canadian citizens. Not only does this
project hold huge potential for those in its direct path, the decisions tied to it will affect
the Canadian economy as a whole. This discursive strategy of equating pipeline
development with market diversification and consequently with economic expansion and
stability thus positions those opposed to the NGP as not simply opposing pipeline
construction, but opposing the Canadian economy. Similarly, this positions the project in
a positive light, as not only is this in the interests of western Canadians, but this project
will bring prosperity and benefits to all Canadians throughout the country.
Also in line with this representation of the NGP as an economic ‘public good’, the
website emphasizes the ties between oil and Canadian social services. Here, the
gatewayfacts website is tying into a noted discursive strategy of “’life’ made possible
through petroleum” (Huber, 2012).
“A vital infusion of funding for B.C.’s schools, healthcare system, social
programs and infrastructure.”
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“Governments are expected to realize gains of over $80 billion in tax and royalty
revenues-that’s a lot of money we can use to help fund our education, health and
infrastructure needs.”
With phrases such as these, the website is subtly reminding readers that essential
government services are crucially tied to the oil economy and may depend upon its
revenue. This again echoes the subtle discursive shift to equating the pipeline to grander
Canadian public needs, in this case not the economy, but government services. Those
resisting the pipeline are thus presented as resisting additional funding for social services,
and stand against ‘injecting’ money into schools, health care, and infrastructure.
This relationship of oil-services has also been discussed by others, though in less
optimistic terms. Landon and Smith (2010), writing for the C.D. Howe Institute, describe
Alberta’s precarious revenue situation:
Government revenue volatility can have important negative consequences. A
government that wishes to provide infrastructure and social services at a level that
is sustainable in the longer term will have difficulty setting the appropriate level
of spending when it is not clear what part of volatile revenue changes is
permanent and what part is temporary. Revenue volatility can also make it more
difficult for a government to put in place long-term plans if volatility undermines
the government’s credibility in terms of its ability accurately to forecast and
manage revenues. The two provinces most heavily reliant on volatile energy
revenues, Alberta and Saskatchewan, have the worst records at hitting budget
targets. (pp. 1)
The Canadian Center for Policy Alternative (CCAP) notes:
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With virtually no oil wealth set aside and insufficient revenue flowing into
government coffers, Alberta has been running deficits for the last three years. Its
education, health care, and other public services are underfunded. Inequality and
poverty in the province are among the highest in Canada. (Campbell, 2012)
It is unclear whether, and to what degree, development projects such as the NGP will
benefit Canadian social services and infrastructure projects. The revenues derived from
the oil and gas industry are certainly a healthy force within the Canadian economy and
contribute to the funding of public services. Positioning the NGP as a direct source of
wealth for “education, health and infrastructure”, the gatewayfacts website presents this
project as an undeniable economic public good.
5.3.1.2

Job creation

The website, within its theme of economic development, frequently details the job
creation that will accrue from the NGP. For example, the “Benefits” page describes how:
“In B.C. alone, Northern Gateway will help create 3,000 new construction jobs
and 560 new long-term jobs. The $32 million per year earned in salaries will
directly benefit the families and economies of these communities.”
This statement is echoed, in fact almost directly repeated, on the “Conditions” page:
“B.C. can look forward to $1.2 billion in tax revenue, and $9 billion in
government revenue over 30 years. Plus 3,000 construction jobs and 560 longterm jobs.”
Further, in the linked “Fact-Sheet Aboriginal Benefits” document, it is stated that:
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“Overall, Northern Gateway expects to create 62,700 person-years of
construction employment through Canada over the 3-year construction period of
which 24% will occur in Alberta and 57% will occur in BC”.
Across the website, there is a clear overlexicalization of “3,000 construction jobs” and
“560 long-term jobs” as well as the terms ‘employment’ and ‘jobs’. Frequently the same
page will reference these statistics and the potential for job creation multiple times. It is
also interesting to note the use of “62,700 person-years” as a metric for evaluating
employment. I would argue this number is relatively unintelligible to most readers, and
seems to be one example of a rather obvious attempt to use large, seemingly impressive
numbers whenever possible.
This representation of job creation within the larger theme of economic
development conforms to the well-known extractive conflict discourse of a job-versusenvironment dichotomy (Rich, 2016; Jakopovich, 2009; Matz & Renfrew, 2015).
Jakopovich (2009) notes that this “false dichotomy” (p. 79) has been reinforced by
corporations and mass media, and has generally shaped a common-sense perception that
environmental protection is contrary to economic expansion, employment preservation,
and the interests of workers. He goes on to explain that this impression is largely
unfounded, as research shows that environmental protection enterprises most often have a
positive effect on levels of employment. For example, in the case of public transit,
generally a campaign theme on the side of environmentalists, studies show potential for
increased wages for the low-income working class (Heres, Jack & Salon, 2014), boosting
urban labor participation (Sanchez, 1999), as well as meeting the labour needs of
employers and businesses (Topalovic, Carter, Topalovic & Krantzberg, 2012). This is
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alongside health benefits such as the potential for reduced smog and air pollution
(Kimball, Chester, Gino & Reyna, 2013), lower obesity rates (Topalovic, Carter,
Topalovic & Krantzberg, 2012), and more general health benefits associated with active
commuting (Sallis, Frank, Saelens & Kraft, 2004). Unfortunately, because environmental
protection proposals, such as public transit, are often in opposition to fossil-fuel industry
interests, communities and workers are discursively presented with a false choice
between employment and clean water, air, and land (Rich, 2016).
Enbridge engages in this “false dichotomy” discourse with job growth clearly a
focus of their gatewayfacts website. This appears to be a strategy aiming to alleviate
public concern through demonstrating the significance of the project and its connection to
working-class Canadians. Bringing employment, in the form of ‘construction’ and ‘longterm’ jobs, can be seen as a sort of cost-benefit balancing of environmental harm.
However, similar to the aforementioned use of huge sums (e.g., $80 billion) without any
relevant context, Enbridge’s naming of “560 new long-term jobs” and “3,000
construction jobs” is difficult to interpret objectively. Certainly, ‘3,000 jobs’ sounds like
a significant number. Once again, however, when placed in context with employment
sectors of both B.C. and Alberta, these numbers do not appear as impressive as they
might at first glance. As Le Billion and Vandecasteyen (2013) describe, even if the NGP
was to result in the promised 3,000 construction jobs, these would largely be situated in
Alberta. Approximately 133,000 people were employed in Alberta’s energy sector in
2014 (Alberta Energy, n.d.). The number of 3,000 construction jobs, if compared to this
statistic, would represent 0.02% of total employment. Any risk of environmental impact
would see the most significant repercussions on the B.C. coast, home to over 56,000
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fishing and recreation jobs. Enbridge only promises 560 long-term jobs for B.C., barely
1% of the current coastal employment sector. Clearly, without knowledge of employment
statistics, these numbers appear much larger than they might with contextual knowledge.
As a final point, it is important to note the structural opposition of the terms
‘construction’ and ‘long-term’. Presented always in pairs, these two terms may be seen as
a euphemism for the more natural antonymity of short-term/long-term. It is interesting to
note how the gatewayfacts website relies heavily on emphasizing ‘long-term’ jobs.
Implicit in this word choice is the existence of short-term jobs. Enbridge appears to be
using ‘construction’ to represent the alternative to long-term jobs, and thus it is a question
whether these truly are jobs in the construction field, or rather they simply represent all
jobs that are not ‘long-term’. Since these terms are rather opaque and vague, it is difficult
for the reader to determine what ‘long-term’ jobs might represent – in what fields, at what
location, or at what point in the timeline? Construction jobs, by their nature, are
necessarily temporary, and can be seen as a relexicalisation and euphemism for shortterm. The gatewayfacts website is focusing on job growth, within the broader theme of
economic development, but Enbridge’s discursive strategies are redirecting our attention
towards impressive statistics and euphemistic terms. Upon deeper investigation, the job
boost promised by this website is arguably minor and represents a small benefit
compared to the potential risks.
5.3.2

Scientific and technical expertise

Discussing legitimation in corporate discourse, Breeze (2013) argues that:
The appropriation of scientific language to project an authoritative voice has been
widely discussed ... particularly because it fits with broader sociological analyses
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that identify the sequestration of experience and the increasing dependence on
‘expert systems’ as traditional roles and cultural frameworks are eroded (pp. 15)
Lemke (1995) notes that discourses of expert knowledge are problematic as they are
presented as neutral, factual, and objective. They are represented as being outside of
human agency and distinct from opinion or dialogue. As Lemke describes, “the world of
technical discourse is a closed world which admits no criteria of validity outside its own.
In Bakhtin’s terms, it is a pre-eminent ‘monological’ discourse” (p. 50).
Aronowitz (1988), writing about the power of science, technologies, and their
discourses, argues that we find ourselves in a thoroughly technological world where
science and technology are hegemonic ideologies permeating state and civil society.
Science lends itself to integration because it shares, with the rest of society, the
teleology of domination over nature. Its incorporation into industry and the state
may be necessary for the survival of nations, considering the world economic and
political order. But … such a close relationship between science and the forces of
order means that industry has been able to multiply its productive powers by
geometric proportions over industrial production in the (relatively) prescientific
age. Specifically, the transformation of physical, chemical, and biological
knowledge into instruments of economic, political, and military power is the
foundation of our ecological crisis. (pp. 20)
The gatewayfacts website has multiple examples of the use of scientific and technical
language. For example, the “Environmental Responsibility – Land” page states:
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“We will have 132 remotely operated isolation valves on each pipeline, dual leak
detection analysis and additional in-line inspection systems to ensure safe
operation of the pipeline.”
“Our pipelines will be constructed to new standards, including:
-Steel that is, on average, 20% thicker than required.
-X-ray or ultrasonic testing of all welds.
-Durable coating system and cathodic protection against corrosion.”
The “Conditions – BC” page says:
“20% thicker steel, on average, than required, safety monitoring at a level not
practiced anywhere in the industry today, with 24/7 pipeline monitoring, dual
leak detection analysis and remote pump stations staffed around the clock.”
The “Environmental Responsibility – Marine” page states:
“Tankers must be double-hulled, under 20 years old and meticulously certified.
Crews must be certified by the International Maritime Organization, and officers
must be English speaking.”
“Emergency response equipment, crews and training staff will be stationed at key
points and communities along the marine routes as identified by state-of-the-art
computer modeling and logistical planning.”
These statements, relying on terminology that would appear to be difficult to interpret
and unintelligible to most readers (e.g., ultrasonic testing, remotely operated isolation
valve, cathodic protection, dual leak detection analysis), helps to boost the perception of
Enbridge as a trustworthy, authoritative voice. These statements, repeated and
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relexicalized throughout the website, carry connotations of complexity, objectivity, and
expertise (Breeze, 2012).
5.3.2.1

Expert perspectives

Alongside the frequent examples of scientific and technical language, there are also
several overt examples of a reliance on a discourse of ‘experts’ or ‘expert knowledge’.
These take the form of small delineated boxes with a title of “Expert Perspectives” (see
Figure 7).

Figure 7: Gatewayfacts examples "Expert Perspectives" box

These boxes link to additional documents, such as online newspaper articles, opinion
pieces, pdf information documents, etc. The authorship of these additional texts is varied,
some are prepared by Enbridge, such as the “fact-sheets”, while others are private
individuals with no obvious links to the corporation or the NGP project. See Appendix B
for a complete list of linked texts.
van Leeuwen (2008) describes authorization as inherent in legitimation. He
outlines various types of authorization, one of which is expert authority. These texts seem
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to clearly be an iteration of this type of discursive legitimation. van Leeuwen argues that
cases of expert authority are legitimized through their expertise, and that they “often
carry some kind of recommendation, some kind of assertion that a particular course of
action is ‘best’ or ‘a good idea’” (p. 107). This certainly applies in the case of the
gatewayfacts website, as the texts referenced as ‘expert perspectives’ are all in favour of
the pipeline, and in all cases constitute powerful advocacies for the project.
However, the gatewayfacts website reliance on ‘experts’ to recommend and
legitimate their project brings to light a concern that Jasanoff (2005) outlines in her work
on expert legitimacy: ‘experts’ are increasingly being relied upon to step outside narrow
domains of expertise and offer opinions on complex, uncertain issues. These experts are
elicited on issues outside of their disciplinary competence, and are expected to assert
judgement in the public interest. Indeed, Jasanoff alludes to a state-of-affairs where
experts are relied upon less for their technical expertise and qualifications, than for their
ability and willingness to publically assert judgement in the face of uncertainty. As she
posits, “In these circumstances, the central question is no longer which scientific
assessments are right, or even more technically defensible, but whose recommendations
the public should accept as credible and authoritative?” (p. 211). Certainly, the case of
the NGP is an extraordinarily complex project. It seems unlikely that any one expert,
regardless of his or her field of expertise, would be able to give a balanced and objective
judgement on facts. Thus, it becomes interesting to examine further to whom the
gatewayfacts website is assigning ‘expert’ status, and upon which credentials this title
stands.
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Cary Pinowski, author of the “Jobs and Economic Benefits” text, is cited on his
authored text as the president and chief executive office of Vancouver-based Astur Gold
Corp. Astur Gold is a junior mining corporation focused on the acquisition, exploration,
and extraction of mineral deposits (namely gold) in Spain (Astur Gold, n.d.). The piece
authored by Pinowski is an opinion piece, posted on the newspaper’s blog. Another
expert is Colin Kinsley, the author of the “Quesnel needs oil as much as anywhere else”
text. Kinsely is cited as “the former mayor of Prince George and current Chair of the
Northern Gateway Alliance” (Kinsley, 2013). This text, similar to Pinowski’s, is not a
journalistic piece, but is rather a letter to the editor. Stuart Houston, author of “Economic
benefits”, is a member of Alberta’s Capital Regional Board and is chair of its pipeline
linkages strategy committee (Houston, 2013). His text is also an opinion piece.
These are but three of the experts cited on the gatewayfacts website, but they
begin to point to a particular pattern in the texts and individuals referenced. While some
other experts cited on the website do seem to have relevant credentials – a retired marine
captain, a former chief economist – their authored texts are, similar to those outlined
here, not rigorous journalistic or academic texts, but rather special and opinion pieces.
Indeed, there does not seem to be a single established scientific, technical, or academic
perspective offered through the “Expert perspectives” section. There is no description of
methodology, data collection, context of evaluation, peer-review, institutional affiliation,
or other relevant information. Overwhelmingly, the texts linked to in these sections are
opinion pieces posted online. While it may be true that these individuals are
knowledgeable in particular domains, and are certainly in a position to state their
opinions, views and advice, it seems ingenuous to apply a blanket ‘expert’ status to these
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people and their writings. Certainly, when considering a massive development project
such as the NGP, it seems unlikely that a former mayor writing a letter to the editor of a
small northern local newspaper would elsewhere be granted expert status.
This point is not to say that lay people and interested individuals do not have an
important role in environmental governance and development decisions. Indeed, they do.
Rather, I posit that in the case of the gatewayfacts website, this naming of ‘experts’
without qualifying why we should regard them as such “creates power asymmetries that
may become a hazard to democratic equality” (Steffek, 2009, p. 313). A clear
legitimation of the NGP, this discursive strategy relies on opinions that uniquely support
the project from individuals that are arguably unqualified to evaluate the project as a
whole. Readers are thus given narrow, and often interested, opinions on the pipeline
under the guise of balanced, neutral, and honest ‘expertise’.
5.3.3
5.3.3.1

Environmental stewardship
The design of the website – the use of greens and blues

As discussed, the potentially devastating environmental impacts of the NGP have been
some of the most contentious aspects of the public scrutiny of Enbridge’s project. The
vulnerability of the terrain over which the pipeline would pass, in addition to the fragile
ecosystem of the Pacific coast, has made this pipeline one of the most contested private
enterprises in Canada’s history. Most of the opposition to the pipeline on environmental
grounds has roots in B.C., as it is feared that the NGP will disrupt sensitive ecosystems,
wildlife, and the coastal integrity of the Pacific North Coast.
In light of such circumstances, the “Gateway Facts” website puts enormous effort
into promoting Enbridge’s concern for environmental safety. Notably, the design, as well
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as the text of the gatewayfacts website, serve to continuously project an image of
Enbridge’s environmental sensitivity. On various pages, including the “About”, “Benefits
to First Nations”, “Conditions – BC”, “Conditions – NEB”, “Environmental
Responsibility – Land”, and “Environmental Responsibility – Marine” pages, the most
salient element is a large environmentally themed photo that dominates more than the top
two thirds of the page. These photos are primarily of the B.C. coast, and include images
of mountains, coastlines, old-growth forests, whales, etc. Moving past these images
necessitates action on the reader’s part – you must scroll further down the page to find the
text and information. This composition along a vertical axis is a case of what Kress and
van Leeuwen (1996/2006) term the juxtaposition of the ‘real and unreal’. Kress and van
Leeuwen note that vertical composition is common in Western texts and advertisements,
and that most often the upper section is presented to viewers as the ‘ideal’, while the
lower section is presented as the ‘real’. Thus, these images, placed at the very top of the
pages, represent an idealized and generalized vision of the pipeline. The environmental
images are ideologically foregrounded through the visual information of the large,
colourful images, while the practical and informative text is backgrounded, and serves to
elaborate on the images.
In addition to the images, on all of the pages colour serves an important
reinforcement of this theme. The pages are minimal in background and text, but each
heading is colored in green. Complementing the headlines, each of the ‘expert
perspectives’ links are also in green typeface. Aside from the salience of green text, much
of the colour palette of the website is dominated by blue. Many of the images are of
water, sky or mountains, and many are primarily blue in colour. The overall impression
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of the website is one of blues and greens, presenting a calm, pleasing and attractive
appearance. There are few warm colours (reds, oranges and yellows), and most of the
colours are muted. The meanings of colours, the affects they are associated with, and the
associations we have with them vary widely (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2002). Ideas have
long been expressed through colour, and within multimodal analysis it is assumed that
not only do colours ‘express’ or ‘mean’ something to an audience, but that they are also
actively used in text to influence and act on others (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2002). While
it is debatable what the colours blue and green may mean to different people, it seems
clear that the gatewayfacts website is employing these two hues to reinforce an
environmental theme. As many of the images are the dominant feature of the website’s
pages, the colours presented in them - primarily blue and green – associate with water,
trees, sky, grass, etc. The colour scheme employed by the website serves to reinforce the
theme of environmental stewardship by consistently reinforcing the notion of nature.
5.3.3.2

An environmental headline

The text of the gatewayfacts site also contains multiple examples of the theme of
‘environmental stewardship’. Alongside economic benefits, the pages titled
“Environmental Responsibility” are some of the few places where audiences have the to
click and seek further information. It follows that, on a page titled “Environmental
Responsibility” the text would present a theme of environmental stewardship. However,
like the design of the website, the text throughout the site serves to represent the NGP,
and Enbridge, as concerned for, and very much protectors of, the environment.
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On the “About” page, the reader is first presented with a shadowy, blue image of
the silhouette of hills and mountains. Superimposed on this image is the phrase:
“The environmentally responsible way to build a pipeline”
Headlines have long been a focus of discourse analysis, and Teo (2000) notes that they
are often a relatively accurate representation of the text that follows. Headlines are a
concise representation of a text, and indicate to the reader how, and in what way, to
process the content that follows (Teo, 2000). While my analysis does not focus on
headline analysis, nor is it a typical analysis of a news story, I view the use of headlines
on the gatewayfacts website as interesting, and I believe this points to the themes that
Enbridge wishes to reinforce throughout the site. In this case, the use of a strongly
environmentally themed headline on the “About” page – the page designed to give an
overall impression and general information about the project – points to the significance
of the theme of environmental stewardship. If following Teo’s (2000) discussion of
headlines, it could be said that this phrase points readers to process the rest of the page,
and possibly others as well, through a lens of ‘environmental responsibility’.
5.3.3.3

The use of metaphor

The “About” page also makes numerous other references to the theme of environmental
stewardship:
“The pipeline will be a model of world-class safety and environmental standards”
“Plan a route that will have as little impact as possible on the terrain, waterways,
wildlife and neighbouring communities.”
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“Limit tree clearing and other disturbances by following existing linear disturbed
areas.”
The last example also points to an interesting use of metaphor and euphemism to refer to
the route of the pipeline. This is echoed several times on other pages and in other phrases
throughout the website:
“After extensive planning, consultations, reviews and revisions, we have mapped
out a route that runs 1,177 rational and respectful kilometers.”
“70% of the route utilizes previously disturbed lands”
“Following existing linear disturbed areas” (my emphasis)
The first reference is a clear example of personification, i.e., assigning human qualities to
abstractions or inanimate objects (Machin & Mayr, 2012). The second and third are a
more concealing use of metaphor to background Enbridge’s role in ‘disturbing’ the
environment. Combined, these three examples show how the gatewayfacts website uses
metaphoric language to highlight the NGP’s commitment to the environment. In
particular, this use of metaphor seems to reinforce the notion of the NGP as a respectful,
considerate, and cautious project. However, as the project itself is not an agent, these
notions can be seen to be subtly referencing, not the pipeline itself, but the corporation
and people behind it.
5.3.3.4

The use of ‘safe’

Throughout the website, there are multiple uses of the words ‘safe’ and ‘safety’. Some
examples are:
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“Protecting nature with the safest pipeline ever built in Canada”
“The safest pipeline Canada has ever seen”
“Adding safety features for added protection”
“The pipeline will be a model of world-class safety and environmental
standards.”
There seems to be a overlexicalization of the morpheme ‘safe’. However, while there are
many examples of the word, it is less clear exactly what is implied by the use of this term.
Obviously, as a huge development project, Enbridge considers safety as a necessary issue
for the NGP project. It seems though, that in using the word ‘safe’ to describe the
pipeline, the gatewayfacts website is not referencing the project in terms of construction
or personnel safety. Rather, the ‘safety’ consistently referenced seems to apply to the
NGP’s relationship with the environment. While the majority of uses of the word ‘safe’
on the website are rather vague and do not provide much detail, some instances do
provide a window into what the term is referring to:
“We will have 132 remotely operated isolation valves on each pipeline, dual leak
detection analysis and additional in-line inspection systems to ensure safe
operation of this pipeline”
Though this sentence is an example of the use of scientific and technical language, when
parsed a little deeper, it also becomes apparent that the features described would be for
oil-spill prevention and detection. Thus, the ‘safe operation’ described here can be seen
as a relexicalisation of ‘oil spill avoidance’. If one interprets the use of ‘safe’ in this way,
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it becomes obvious that phrases such as the “safest pipeline ever built”, do not refer to
worker or construction safety, but rather to the protection of the environment.
5.3.4

Industry leadership

As previously discussed in my “Literature Review and Theoretical Framework” chapter,
recent work on the strategic framing of climate change by energy industry actors has
shown that the current dominant frame is that of “industrial leadership” (Schlichting,
2013). This frame is typified by the acknowledgement of responsibility, the portrayal of
climate change as a key business concern, and explicit commitments to emission
reductions. It is a self-portrayal by corporations (and other actors) as a driving force
behind actions to cope with climate change. The theme I am presenting here is similar in
many ways to the “industrial leadership” strategic frame.
5.3.4.1

Acknowledging responsibility

Schlichting (2013) notes that within the frame of ‘industrial leadership’, industry actors
consistently acknowledge corporate responsibility for issues such as climate change.
Enbridge, through the gatewayfacts website, frequently does the same, though in this case
it is in reference to the NGP, not climate change.
As a first point, the overall layout and design of the gatewayfacts website is
consistent throughout a majority of the various pages. Following the large colour photo
with superimposed text, the main body of a page is divided into two columns: the left
titled with “The Challenge” and the right with “Our Solution” (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Gatewayfacts challenge and solution design

Following these headings, there is a short paragraph of text discussing various aspects of
the project as well as how Enbridge and the NGP will respond. This layout, similar to the
composition along a vertical axis described earlier, is discussed in Kress and van
Leeuwen (1996/2006). They argue that layouts in modern texts are often polarized, “with
‘given’ information on the left, and ‘new’ information on the right (Kress & van
Leeuwen, 1996/2006). Here, the ‘given’ is the challenge faced by the NGP. Through the
inclusion of these ‘challenges’, the gatewayfacts website is making a great effort to show
that they acknowledge the challenges and controversies faced by this project. By
coupling these challenges with ‘solutions’, the website also acknowledges the NGP’s,
and Enbridge’s, responsibility in responding to and managing those challenges.
Secondly, aside from the overall layout, the text on the pages also serves to
reinforce an acknowledgement of responsibility:
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“We believe the five conditions reflect legitimate environmental, social and
economic concerns of British Columbians. We are working hard to meet these
tough conditions.”
“The B.C. government’s five conditions for pipeline approval call for a worldclass marine spill prevention, response and recovery system.”
“Our goal is zero spills, but should there ever be one, our action plan mandates a
swift and decisive spill response.”
The last example is particularly illustrative of this ‘acknowledgement of responsibility’,
as it is a subtle nod to the resistance the project faces vis-à-vis public fear of oil-spills. It
is interesting to note that the website could have simply avoided mention of spills
altogether, as they are an extremely controversial issue that does not shed positive light
on pipelines in general nor on Enbridge in particular. Instead, the website acknowledges
the possibility of spills, and seeks to demonstrate Enbridge’s effort to assume
responsibility for such an event.
5.3.4.2

Above and beyond what is required

Aside from acknowledging responsibility, the theme of ‘industry leadership’ is also
strongly presented through a discursive strategy of hyperbole. The website frequently
uses expansive language to represent the pipeline and all the decisions made regarding
the project, as going above and beyond what is required. The gatewayfacts website
represents the NGP as a project leading the industry in safety, design, benefits, etc. This
is achieved through various linguistic features, notably an overlexicalization of several
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phrases such as ‘the most’, ‘the safest’, ‘world-class’, and ‘world-leading’. These phrases
are particularly obvious on the “Environmental Responsibility” pages:
“The pipeline will be a model of world-class safety and environmental
standards.”
“Protecting our waters with world-class environmental safeguards”
“We have the most comprehensive set of marine safeguards ever established in
B.C.”
“Protecting nature with the safest pipeline ever built in Canada”
“We’re going over and above to build the safest pipeline Canada has ever seen.”
Aside from these overlexicalizations, there are also numerous examples of phrases
demonstrating the NGP’s industry leadership in going beyond what is required by current
law or regulation. Examples include:
“Spill prevention and spill response resources and capabilities more than 3x
required by existing law.”
“20% thicker steel, on average, than required, safety monitoring at a level not
practiced anywhere in the industry today”
“At its narrowest, the channel is 1.4 km wide, which is 3x wider than Transport
Canada’s recommended width for two-way tanker traffic.”
It seems clear that the website is putting great effort into representing the NGP, and the
corporation behind it, as an industry leader. These examples demonstrate how the text is
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promoting a conception of Enbridge and the NGP as going beyond what is required of
them by law, regulation, and even industry standards. This project is ‘leading’ the
industry by voluntarily choosing to have stricter safety standards, more comprehensive
evaluation procedures, etc. This discursive strategy is not unusual, as Schlichting (2013)
notes that it is common within the dominant frame of ‘industrial leadership’: “The
leadership frame often depicts voluntary action-not mandatory regulation-as the most
powerful asset” (p. 503). Here, it is unclear whether the theme of ‘industry leadership’ is
being employed to avoid or resist mandatory regulation. However, it does seem likely
that it is being employed to legitimate the NGP, and soothe public concerns and hesitancy
regarding the likelihood of environmental disaster.
5.4

Conclusion

The main sections of the gatewayfacts website that I have analyzed communicate
information about the NGP in a particular way. The information is so that it seems
factual, objective, scientific, and trustworthy. The text and images present the project and
the corporation behind it in a positive light, illustrating to various degrees how the NGP
will foster economic development and growth, has a solid scientific and technical
foundation, will protect the environment, and will lead the industry as a safe and
beneficial project. These themes are used to legitimate the NGP, and Enbridge, on
various levels to different audiences. The website is seeking to justify and promote the
project within a complex scenario, where resistance to and acceptance of the project is
generated from different regions, interests, and different groups. The four themes
presented here are woven together to address the concerns of potential readers while
defusing and preempting criticisms. Faced with intense resistance to their project,
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Enbridge seems to have created the gatewayfacts website to reassure the Canadian public
and restore confidence that the project will not result in environmental disaster, but rather
is an important source of benefits for Canada.
In my next chapter, I will synthesize these findings and discuss them in terms of
the overall context and implications. I will draw conclusions from the findings and
discuss the contribution of this project to the existing body of literature. I will also
discuss the limitations of this study, and present suggestions for future research
endeavors.
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6
6.1

Chapter: Discussion
Introduction

In order to understand the previous analysis in terms of its social significance, this
chapter is dedicated to a discussion of the findings I have just outlined. I will synthesize
my findings with the key theories and constructs introduced in chapters three and four:
corporate discourse, legitimation in corporate discourse, and corporate social
responsibility. I will also revisit and answer my overarching research questions that have
guided this study:
1. How does the “Gateway Facts” website discursively represent (i.e., construct,
construe, allude to) the Northern Gateway Pipeline project?
2. In what ways do the different discursive representations serve to frame, treat
and construct a legitimation (i.e. justification, rationalization) of the project?
This chapter is thus organized into three main sections: (1) needing to legitimate,
(2) representing the NGP and (3) relying on established discourses. These sections will
touch on all of the emergent themes I have identified in Chapter 5, and will offer an
overview of my conclusions and interpretations in relation to existing literature. Finally, I
will provide a brief discussion of the implications of my findings, and generally why I
believe they are of interests and possible concern.
6.2

Summary of findings

The preceding “Findings” chapter presented the findings of my analysis of the
gatewayfacts website. This website is presented to the public as an informational
platform for those looking to learn more about the proposed NGP project. The website
comprises a legitimation of the project, as it weaves together four discursive themes of
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economic development, scientific and technical expertise, environmental stewardship and
industry leadership to rationalize, justify, and generally promote the NGP. The discursive
strategy of legitimation can be argued to be ideological in nature, as institutions employ it
to persuade, manipulate and convince the public to achieve social acceptance for various
activities (Breeze, 2012). The website’s text and design serve to reinforce these themes
through various linguistic and multimodal strategies such as page composition, use of
colour, use of metaphor, lexicalization, and so on. The themes outlined in this study are
not new; rather, they have been demonstrated in previous scholarly work on the
legitimation strategies of oil corporations.
6.3

Needing to legitimate

Legitimation is a crucial issue for organizations. It is particularly important for oil
corporations, as increasingly over the past few decades they have been faced with an
increase in public resistance towards their activities and developments. There has been a
shift in the way publics perceive corporations’ responsibilities towards people and the
environment. Oil corporations have correspondingly had to disclose information on social
and environmental behaviours. This is often termed corporate social responsibility. Fuoli
(2012) argues that legitimation is a primary driver behind this type of disclosure. Thus,
through the release of social and environmental information, oil corporations can
discursively legitimate their behaviour – justifying, promoting and defending themselves
through a guise of CSR reporting.
The NGP is an extremely controversial industrial development proposal, and has
faced opposition and critique since its nascency. Enbridge, the corporation behind the
project, has correspondingly devoted significant time and energy to promoting the project
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and itself to Canadians. I argue that the gatewayfacts website, though described by
Enbridge and the Canadian federal government as a simple source of information on the
project, is, rather, an extensive legitimation of the NGP. This website is a clear example
of the blending of CSR and legitimation, where Enbridge uses social and environmental
information to show the Canadian public how they are responding to concerns about the
environment and to help to rationalize and justify the project. This reinforces
Guimarãres-Costa and Pina e Cunha’s (2008) argument that websites are a critical
development in organizational discourse, as they are an excellent medium for companies
to convey their CSR and legitimate their actions.
6.4

Representing the NGP

The gatewayfacts website, I argue, chooses to discursively represent the NGP within a
broad sphere of CSR. The project is discussed not primarily in terms of profits to the
corporation or shareholders, but rather as a Canadian ‘public good’ that will bring
benefits to all Canadians. CSR is defined as the notion that corporations have inherent
duties to all those effected by their actions. Through themes such as environmental
stewardship and industry leadership, the gatewayfacts website pushes the notion that
Enbridge, and the NGP, are responsible stewards that are responding to public concern
and that they take seriously their duty to build a fair, safe, and propitious pipeline. There
is an overwhelming sense throughout the website that the pipeline is not a huge
multinational industrial development proposal intended to bring in profits to the
corporation, but rather ‘a project for all Canadians’. Enbridge’s website reiterates that the
pipeline will benefit all Canadians, will take care of the environment, and will constitute
an important source of economic development for Canada.
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6.5

Relying on established discourses

In representing and legitimating the NGP, the gatewayfacts website relies on a number of
discourses that have been well established in the literature investigating oil corporations’
discursive legitimation. Reliance on a discourse of economic development is a frequent
strategy when organizations attempt to legitimate corporate activities and projects
(Livesey, 2001). As I have highlighted throughout my analysis, an extremely pervasive
theme of economic development persists throughout the website. Frequently the
gatewayfacts website resorts to a use of employment statistics, tax revenues, and trade
benefits to bolster and rationalize the project. My findings support the notion argued by
other scholars that this type of economic development discourse can be seen as a
reflection of neoliberal ideology. A huge presence on the gatewayfacts website is the
references to ‘trade markets’, and how diversifying Canada’s oil markets will benefit all
Canadians and the economy. This reflects a core notion of neoliberalism, that free
markets best serve human well-being and that economic development should be a
priority. Additionally, neoliberalism has at its center a rejection of state regulation, and –
as has been demonstrated by others – themes such as industry leadership can be seen as a
reflection of this neoliberal principle. By showing Enbridge’s voluntary, self-driven
endeavors to perform better and build safer, this website presents a subtle argument for
avoiding top-down regulation.
This reiteration of neoliberal priorities, however, may be out of touch with the
public that Enbridge is trying to win over. According to Veltmeyer and Bowles (2014),
resistance to the NGP may be less of an environmentally driven movement, but rather a
rejection of Canada’s extractivist culture and reliance on fossil fuels and the Alberta oil
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sands. This may be especially true in the case of the Indigenous peoples opposing the
project, as they are often arguing for their traditional culture and way of life, not their
economic position. Indeed, while the discourse of economic development is a common
legitimation strategy employed by oil corporations, it seems out of touch with many of
the Canadians that Enbridge may be trying to reach.
Aside from economic development, it seems clear that Enbridge has employed
this website as a project-specific CSR text. My findings differ from some of the studies
informing this thesis, in that while the gatewayfacts website is not a more traditional CSR
genre such as a non-financial report, the gatewayfacts website contains many of the same
discursive strategies. As discussed at length, CSR reporting is becoming more and more
frequent within corporate discourse, and indeed can be argued to be an unwritten
requirement of oil corporations’ public discourse. Audiences now appear to expect oil
corporations to explain, rationalize and justify their behaviours while showing what they
are doing to benefit, or at the very least minimize harm to, the environment and
communities. My findings support this assertion, as it seems clear that Enbridge is using
the gatewayfacts website to demonstrate, explain and justify their actions surrounding the
project. This is especially true with respect to issues of the environment, as Enbridge has
consistently, throughout the website, legitimated the project through the use of the theme
of environmental stewardship. They make it abundantly clear that they see themselves as
inherently responsible for protecting the environment. The images, design, and text of the
website all serve to reinforce to potential readers that the environment is a priority for the
NGP project. I argue that foregrounding the environment in this way serves a strong
legitimatory purpose, as it is responding to the most vocal public concerns about the
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project. Positioning the project as environmentally ‘safe’ is a crucial strategy, and
although the credibility of this strategy might be questionable, it serves as a reassurance
to concerned parties and helps represent Enbridge as responsive and environmentally
responsible.
Finally, my findings reaffirm Schlichting’s (2013) dominant frame of “industrial
leadership”. My work differs however, in that I am not focused on industry framing of
climate change, but rather of a specific event. It is interesting to note that Schlichting
posits that “it remains an open question of whether [the industrial leadership frame] will
turn out to be a master frame in industry actors’ strategic communication on other
societal or global issues” (p. 505). While the single case-study presented in this thesis
cannot provide a foundation for reaffirming the theme of ‘industrial leadership’ as a
master frame, these findings point out that it is perhaps being used more extensively than
just in climate change communications. Enbridge certainly has adopted this frame, in
tandem with other frames, to position themselves in a positive light and show their
intrinsic motivation for better action. I would also like to note that this frame is
noteworthy, as while it is difficult to ascertain whether the statements of industry-leading
safety, planning and technology are in fact true, the frame leads to a cautiously optimistic
interpretation. While this may be the latest discursive strategy to manipulate the Canadian
public into accepting further industrial development, it may also be the case that
Enbridge, a very powerful player in fossil fuel development in Canada, is acknowledging
the mistakes that have been made in their industry, and is seeking to do better.
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6.6

Conclusions and implications

As has been illustrated by the previous three sections, there are four important themes
present in the gatewayfacts website: economic development, scientific and technical
expertise, environmental stewardship, and industry leadership. Occurring in parallel,
these themes work together to form a discursive legitimation of the NGP. This website is
a social text that both produces and reproduces ideology (Fairclough, 1989). The
gatewayfacts site makes available ideology to be consumed and reproduced by members
of society. It reinforces a ‘corporate understanding’ (Livesey, 2002) of the natural world,
the Canadian economy, and the pipeline project. In addition to the power and influence of
organizations generally (Bloor & Bloor, 2007; Mayr, 2008) the power of corporate
legitimation practices is eminent (Breeze, 2012). For researchers, developing a critical
understanding of legitimation in corporate discourse, especially in the case of novel
forms such as websites, is valuable for gaining insight into how organizations influence
acceptance, resistance, and general perceptions of industrial development projects.
What does this mean about the way in which we, the public, think about projects
such as the NGP? It means that as corporate discourse continues to blend established, and
arguably powerful, discourses of economic development, scientific expertise and
environmental protection, it seems not only normal to consider these projects as part of
our existence, but they seem inevitable. The problem with this is that economic issues,
such as complex notions of trade and markets, and concerns over employment and
personal upward mobility, are not at inherently at odds with the maintenance of our
natural environment. Portraying the NGP as a project necessary to Canada, and one that
can be built without destroying the environment minimizes arguments that this project is
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in fact part of a larger, societal issue tied to extractivism, reliance on fossil fuels and
destruction of the environment. Building pipelines to export oil is not the only option
Canadians have for economic prosperity. While this website makes it difficult to imagine
projects that avoid making a deep footprint upon the earth, while also bringing social and
economic benefits to Canada, such projects do exist. In his book, Crude world: The
violent twilight of oil, Peter Maas (2010) reflects on the perceived powers of oil: “Across
the world, oil is invoked as a machine of destiny. Oil will make you rich, oil will make
you poor, oil will bring war, oil will deliver peace” (p. 5). However, despite a general
view of oil as a singular force driving our world, oil and well-being are not immutably
interdependent. Enbridge’s legitimation of the NGP as a necessary, safe, and beneficial
project is concerning as the consolidation of this project with the Canadian economy and
protection of the environment lends itself to dangerous fallacies about alternative
possibilities to carbon-based life.
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7

Chapter: Conclusion
The purpose of this study has been to investigate how Enbridge’s gatewayfacts

website discursively represents the NGP project in order to gain insight into how
corporate discourse legitimates controversial projects. To achieve this, the analytical
framework for this research included critical discourse analysis and multimodal analysis.
These methods and their associated analytical tools allowed for a critical examination of
the textual and visual modes of communication both separately and in conjunction with
one another. My analysis has demonstrated that the gatewayfacts website constitutes a
discursive legitimation of the NGP and does so through the following themes: economic
development, scientific and technical expertise, environmental stewardship, and industry
leadership. Through a discourse of economic development, the website stresses the
project as a ‘public good’ and a job creator. The website devotes enormous attention to
highlighting the potential economic benefits of the NGP, often through the use of large
numbers and statistics. The gatewayfacts website also positions the NGP within a
discourse of scientific and technical expertise. Through lexical choices as well as
intertextual links to other texts, the website consistently seeks to legitimate the project as
well as its evaluation, planning, and design as objective, trustworthy, and authoritative. In
attempting to counter heavy controversy related to the project’s potential environmental
harm, the gatewayfacts website also presents a strong theme of environmental
stewardship. Through textual and visual elements, the website presents environmental
protection as a priority for Enbridge, and employs several metaphors to replace unseemly
elements with abstractions. Finally, the gatewayfacts website employs a discourse of
industry leadership, referring to the project and the corporation behind it as surpassing
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expectations and standards in all domains, while acknowledging their responsibility for
protecting the environment, cleaning up spills, and offering equal benefits to all
concerned parties. As discussed, these four themes are not unique to the NGP, however;
rather, they are well-established in scholarly literature discussing corporate discourse and
legitimation.
In addition to these findings, I have discussed the social and political context in
which the project is situated, touching on circles of power and ideology. To do this, I
have relied on theories of corporate discourse, legitimation, and corporate social
responsibility, as well as on the method of critical discourse analysis. The results of this
case-study reaffirm that legitimation is critical for organizations. Especially in the case of
oil corporations, there is a need to justify, rationalize, and promote corporate activities
and projects. The gatewayfacts website relies on a web of complex and powerful
discourses to represent the NGP project as an economically driven, scientifically
grounded, and responsible project that will benefit all Canadians. Through this
representation, they attempt to legitimate the project and public acceptance and diminish
opposition.
7.1

Contributions to literature

By analyzing the gatewayfacts website from a critical stance, this thesis provides a
perspective to the burgeoning study of legitimation in corporate discourse and online
communication. While there is a great body of research investigating oil corporations and
their discourse, this study provides a particular contribution by focusing on a projectspecific website. The Internet, arguably above all else, is a significant source of
information regarding corporations, their activities, and their projects. The Internet offers
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corporations an opportunity to share an unlimited amount of information with potential
audiences (Insch, 2008). As more corporations turn to websites to share information
about themselves and their projects with the public, there will be a great opportunity for
communications and linguistic scholars to examine the effects of such information on
audiences.
It is well established that corporate discourse is powerful in producing and
reproducing ideology (Breeze, 2013). In contributing to the literature on legitimation in
corporate discourse, this thesis responds to CDA’s call for an understanding of structures
of power and dominance. Additionally, environmental communication scholars point to
the need to develop a better understanding of how corporations and other large businesses
operate in, influence and manipulate the environmental communications environment
(Hansen, 2015). This thesis contributes to this important domain of research. Given the
powerful role of corporations in today’s world, it is increasingly important to critically
interrogate how their discourse is influencing our understanding of our realities. Most
importantly, work such as this thesis is valuable in encouraging critical thinking on the
part of audiences interacting with corporate discourse.
Additionally, this thesis contributes to the critical study of corporate discourse in
that it adds to the scholarly discussions that surround CSR. Many scholars note that much
of the work investigating CSR has been either descriptive, normative or positivist
(Scherer & Palazzo, 2007; Campbell, 2007). This thesis moves outside of this existing
framework to discuss CSR and its ties to legitimation and corporate ideology. In this way,
this thesis adds to theorizing CSR by considering the social, historical and contextual
landscape and moves beyond a merely “instrumental interpretation of corporate
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responsibility” (Scherer & Palazzo, 2007). Following the goals of CDA practitioners, this
thesis shows the importance of considering the influential roles corporations have in
shaping the very fabric of our society and how complex social constructs such as CSR
may mediate those roles.
7.2

Limitations and directions for future research

Although this study relied on a sound foundation of case-study research in the field of
legitimation in corporate discourse, I would be remiss to go without acknowledging that
my conclusions are limited in their scope. As the website analyzed is tied to a particular
project, I am unable to definitively say whether these findings apply to Enbridge’s
corporate discourse more generally. Indeed, it is also important to note that as my
intention was to investigate representations of the NGP, and since this is a singular
examination of one instance of Enbridge’s corporate discourse, it may be that my
findings are isolated, and that these themes are not carried over to other texts. I would be
interested to compare my findings with other instances of Enbridge’s corporate discourse,
such as reports, press-releases, and other online texts, to investigate whether these
findings are indicative of a broader pattern. However, as this thesis follows CDA, it is
important to note that even if these findings are somewhat unique, that does not make the
text analyzed any less ideological. CDA considers all language, whether spoken or
written, consciously or unconsciously, to be ideological and consequential. This is
especially true in the case of a corporate website, where it is likely that much thought and
consideration was taken to construct and author this site.
It may also be a limitation that this study was carried out as a bounded analysis of
an evolving text. As mentioned in my “Method” chapter, the website has already been
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changed and restructured from the time when I conducted the bulk of my data collection
and analysis. Thus, my findings would likely be difficult to replicate, as some of the data
now exists only in my hands. However, this is a limitation somewhat inherent to this type
of analysis, and I do not believe it lessens the significance of the valuable insights I have
gained here. I hope that in further developing my analytical abilities, and in broadening
my understanding of and familiarity with online discourse, my future research might
avoid such issues. Subsequent studies may learn from this, and seek a faithful
representation of dynamic texts such as websites.
Finally, it is important to note that my analysis is based on the interpretations of a
sole analyst – myself. I have not conducted interviews with the authors of this website,
nor with its users. Thus, I am limited in saying to what degree these findings would
resonate with either of these groups. Future research would likely benefit greatly from
incorporating a secondary qualitative element such as in the form of audience reception
research. It would be immensely interesting to investigate how critical audiences receive
texts such as the gatewayfacts website. Given the opportunity, I hope to continue work in
this domain in future years.
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Appendices
Appendix A
A.1

Janks’ (2005) Linguistic Analysis Rubric

Linguistic feature

Explanation

Lexicalisation

The selection/choice of wordings. Different words
construct the same idea differently.

Overlexicalization
Relexicalisation

Many words for the same phenomenon.

Lexical cohesion

Renaming
Created by synonymy, antonymy, repetition,

Metaphor

collocation.
Used for yoking ideas together and for the discursive

Euphemism

construction of new ideas.
Hides negative actions or implications.

Transitivity

Processes in verbs: are they verbs of:
Doing/being/having/thinking/feeling/perceiving/
saying/existential

Voice

Active and passive voice constructs participants as doers
or as done-to’s.
Passive voice allows for the deletion of the agent.
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Nominalisation

A process is turned into a thing or an event without
participants or tense or modality.
Central mechanism for reification.

Mood

Is the clause a statement, questions, offer or command?
Inclusive we/exclusive we/you
Us and them: othering pronouns

Pronouns
Sexist/non sexist pronouns: generic “he”
The choice of first/second/third person.
Sequencing of information

Sequence sets up cause and effect.

Logical connectors –

Conjunctions are:

Conjunctions set up the logic of

- Additive: and, in addition

the argument

- Casual: because, so, therefore
- Adversative: although, yet
- Temporal: when, while, after, before
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A.2

Liu’s (2015) Visual Analysis Rubric

Visual feature

Explanation

Descriptors

A basic description of the visual elements such as: actors
and carriers; angle; colours; graphics; font; settings;
spatial relationships

Actor

The active participant(s) in an action process is the
participant(s) from which the vector emanates or which if
fused with the vector.

Goal

The passive participant in an action process is the
participant at which the vector is directed.

Interactors

The participants in a transactional action process where
the vector could be said to emanate from, and be directed
at, both participants.

Transactional reaction

An eyeline vector connects two participants, a reacter and
phenomenon.

Non-transactional reaction

An eyeline vector emanates from a participant, the
Reacter, but does not point at another participant.

Setting

The setting of a process is recognizable because the
participants in the foreground overlap and hence partially
obscure it (e.g., soft focus, over/under colour saturation)
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Appendix B
B.1

Expert Opinion Sections – Linked Texts

TABLE 1. Expert opinion sections – linked texts
Section
Environmental Responsibility: Marine Safety

Titles of linked texts
•

•

•

Environmental Responsibility: Land Safety

•

•

Benefits: For B.C.

•
•

•

•

“Oil tanker traffic on BC
Coast is routine and safe.” By
Capt. George Adams,
Vancouver Sun, April 9, 2013.
“Point: Safe passage for
tankers? Claims B.C. waters
will become unsafe are
groundless.” By Capt. Stephen
Brown, Vancouver Sun, June
18, 2013.
“Anti-pipeline reports fails
real world test.” By Keith
Michel and Audun
Brandsaeter, Vancouver Sun,
May 14, 2013.
“Sustainability of Pipelines.”
By Dr. Patrick Moore, cofounder of Greenpeace.
London Free Press, March 30,
2013.
Emergency Preparedness and
Response – Fact Sheet
(downloadable PDF)
“Jobs and economic benefits.”
By Cary Pinkowski, The
Province, January 24, 2013.
“Economic benefits.” By
Mayor Stuart Houston,
Vancouver Sun, January 30,
2013.
“Northern Gateway and
market diversification.” By
Don Zurowski, The Prince
George Citizen, March 14,
2013.
“Quesnel needs oil as much as
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Benefits: Alberta

•

•

Benefits: First Nations

•

anywhere else.” By Colin
Kinsley, Quesnel Cariboo
Observer, June 7, 2013.
“The world will not wait for
Canada’s oil.” By Sherry
Cooper, The Globe and Mail,
August 6, 2013.
Sustainability of Pipelines. By
Dr. Patrick Moore, CoFounder of Greenpeace,
London Free Press, March 30,
2013.
Aboriginal Benefits – Fact
Sheet (downloadable PDF)
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